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Due to the rapidly increasing dimensionality of modern datasets many

classical approximation algorithms have run into severe computational bot-

tlenecks. This has often been referred to as the “curse of dimensionality.”

To combat this, low complexity priors have been used as they enable us to

design efficient approximation algorithms which are capable of scaling up to

these modern datasets. Typically the reduction in computational complexity

comes at the expense of accuracy. However, the tradeoffs have been relatively

advantageous to the computational scientist. This is typically referred to as

the “blessings of dimensionality.”

Solving large underdetermined systems of linear equations has benefited

greatly from the sparsity low complexity prior. A priori, solving a large un-

derdetermined system of linear equations is severely ill-posed. However, using

a relatively generic class of sampling matrices, assuming a sparsity prior can

yield a well-posed linear system of equations. In particular, various greedy
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iterative approximation algorithms have been developed which can recover

and accurately approximate the k-most significant atoms in our signal. For

many engineering applications, the distribution of the top k atoms is not ar-

bitrary and itself has some further structure. In the first half of the thesis we

will be concerned with incorporating some a priori designed weights to allow

for structured sparse approximation. We provide performance guarantees and

numerically demonstrate how the appropriate use of weights can yield a simul-

taneous reduction in sample complexity and an improvement in approximation

accuracy.

In the second half of the thesis we will consider the collaborative fil-

tering problem, specifically the task of matrix completion. The matrix com-

pletion problem is likewise severely ill-posed but with a low rank prior, the

matrix completion problem with high probability admits a unique and robust

solution via a cadre of convex optimization solvers. The drawback here is

that the solvers enjoy strong theoretical guarantees only in the uniform sam-

pling regime. Building upon recent work on non-uniform matrix completion,

we propose a completely expert-free empirical procedure to design optimiza-

tion parameters in the form of positive weights which allow for the recovery

of arbitrarily sampled low rank matrices. We provide theoretical guarantees

for these empirically learned weights and present numerical simulations which

again show that encoding prior knowledge in the form of weights for optimiza-

tion problems can again yield a simultaneous reduction in sample complexity

and an improvement in approximation accuracy.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

As the dimensionality of modern data has exploded, many classical ap-

proximation methods have become intractable. For this thesis, we will consider

two such tasks:

• Solutions to underdetermined systems of linear equations :

y = Ax+ ε where y, ε ∈ Cm,A ∈ Cm×n,x ∈ Cn, (1.1)

where we consider the high dimensional regime in which m < n.

• Matrix completion: For a given data matrix M ∈ Rm×n, let Ω denote

a set of observed entries of M where Ω ∼ p and p is a probability

mass function on [m] × [n]. Typically the cardinality of Ω is a small

fraction of the m · n total entries. The matrix completion task is the

following problem: given the known entries Ω, infer the remaining entries

[m]× [n] \ Ω of M .

Clearly the above two problems are severely ill-posed in their respective

settings. Typically a low complexity prior hypothesis is assumed to make

such problems tractable. Compressed Sensing [1] is the study of solutions to
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(1.1) which are sparse. The first generation of compressed sensing algorithms

operated under the implicit assumption that all sparsity patterns are equally

likely. However there are industrial problems in which certain sparsity patterns

occur with a higher frequency than other sparsity patterns. This phenomenon

has been observed in a more generalized form of the frequent occurrence of

power law distributions in empirical data [2]. Similar phenomenon exists in

datasets which are stored as matrices, for example in e-commerce with user-

product ratings. Many times a small percentage of users are responsible for a

large percentage of ratings and opinions, so-called influential ”power-users.”

In the first half of this thesis we will be interested in exploiting prior

knowledge of a signal’s energy distribution encoded in the form of optimization

weights to simultaneously reduce sample complexity and improve approxima-

tion accuracy. While weighted `1 minimization methods have been developed

which enjoy structured sparse approximation guarantees, these methods all suf-

fer from the fact that they scale poorly to the high dimensional setting. In this

case, typically one does a tradeoff of accuracy for computational efficiency and

appeals to iterative greedy approximation methods. To this end, we will mod-

ify a greedy efficient iterative approximation algorithm called Iterative Hard

Thresholding (IHT) to incorporate weights and provide theoretical performance

guarantees for both the exact (i.e. ε = 0 in (1.1)) and noisy cases.

For the matrix completion problem, typically one assumes a low com-

plexity prior on the data matrix M either being low rank or being well ap-

proximated by a low rank matrix. A matrix having low rank is again a form
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of sparsity; indeed the rank of a matrix is equivalent to the sparsity of the

vector of a matrix’s singular values. Miraculously, assuming a low rank prior

allows for the matrix completion task to be relaxed to a convex optimization

problems which admits a cadre of tractable solution methods. The drawback

is that these matrix completion solvers only have theoretical guarantees in the

uniform sampling regime, i.e. Ω is a uniform sample of [m]× [n]. To this end,

recent work by [3] established that one can design optimization weights which

depend on the sampling distribution p which will allow for the exact recovery

of any arbitrarily sampled low rank matrix. In general, the sampling distribu-

tion p is not known to us and one may consider the aforementioned weights to

be of the same class of weights considered in the first half of this thesis: expertly

designed. To this end, in the second half of this thesis, we will provide theo-

retical guarantees for a set of empirically learned weights which assumes zero

expert or prior knowledge but allows for exact recovery of arbitrarily sampled

low rank matrices.

Therefore, in this thesis we aim to explore the two complementary sides

of using prior knowledge to improve performance of high dimensional approx-

imation algorithms: (1) expert knowledge is encoded in the form of a priori

weights and (2) no expert knowledge is available and instead we use statisti-

cally principled estimators to learn sufficient weights. In both cases, we will

present numerical simulations which provide evidence that the appropriate use

of weights for high dimensional approximation tasks can yield a simultaneous

reduction in sample complexity and improvement in approximation accuracy.
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Chapter 2

Structured Sparse Solutions to

Underdetermined Systems of Linear Equations

2.1 Overview

Compressed sensing algorithms attempt to solve underdetermined lin-

ear systems of equations by seeking structured solutions, namely that the

underlying signal is either sparse or well approximated by a sparse signal [1].

However, in practice much more knowledge about a signal’s support set is

known beyond that of sparsity or compressibility. Empirically it has been

shown that the spectral power of natural images decays with frequency f

according to a power-law 1/fp for p ≈ 2 [4, 5]. Likewise, the frequency of

earthquakes corresponding to their magnitudes as measured by Moment mag-

nitude scale empirically also exhibits a power law decay [6]. For these types of

highly structured signals, certain atoms in the dictionary are more prevalent

in the support set of a signal than other atoms. The traditional notion of

sparsity treats all atoms uniformly and thus is not ideally suited to utilize this

rich prior knowledge.

To this end one can consider using weighted `1 minimization to ob-

tain structured sparse solutions. Weighted `1 minimization can leverage prior
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knowledge of a signal’s support to undersample the signal, and avoid overfitting

the data [7–10]. However, the main drawback that weighted `1 minimization

shares with `1 minimization is that solution methods scale poorly [11].

While many computationally efficient approximation algorithms have

been developed for computing a best s-sparse approximation [1] no such method

has been developed for the weighted case. In this chapter, we make the fol-

lowing contributions:

1. Using a generalized notion of weighted sparsity and a corresponding no-

tion of Restricted Isometry Property on weighted sparse signals devel-

oped in [7], we pose a weighted analogue of the best s-sparse approxima-

tion problem.

2. An extension of the Iterative Hard Thresholding (IHT) algo-

rithm [12] is presented to solve the weighted sparse approxima-

tion problem. We emphasize how the same template used to derive

performance guarantees for all the greedy compressed sensing algorithms

carries over naturally. Indeed, performance guarantees are derived and

much of the theoretical principles remain intact. However, not all theo-

retical results extend and the barrier seems to be the nature of weighted

thresholding. We explore this extension barrier and present a detailed

analysis of which theoretical guarantees do not extend and how the bar-

rier is responsible for this obstruction. Under an additional hypothesis,

the extension barrier is rendered moot and we present some specialized
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theoretical guarantees.

3. While both IHT and the IHT extension compute a projection onto a non-

convex space, the projection that IHT requires can actually be efficiently

computed while the projection that our IHT extension requires does not

seem to have an efficient solution. To this end, we consider a tractable

surrogate to approximate this non-convex projection and we present its

empirical performance on power law distributed signals.

2.2 Sparsity as a Low Complexity Prior

In this section we will develop the sparsity prior in the context of re-

covering an n-dimensional signal x∗ from a (possibly noisy) set of m linear

measurements y = Ax∗ + ε where m < n. Consider first the noiseless case

when ε = 0. We may pose the Ordinary Least Squares (OLS) problem:

min
x∈Cn

1

2
‖y −Ax‖2

2. (2.1)

Note that (2.1) allows us to also consider the noisy case. As m < n,A has

a non-trivial null-space and there there are infinitely many solutions to (2.1).

The objective function of (2.1) f(x) = 1
2
‖y −Ax‖2

2 is differentiable and has

a symmetric positive-semidefinite Hessian matrix ∇2f(x) = A∗A � 0. Note

that ∇2f(x) cannot be strictly positive definite as A has a non-trivial null-

space. To this end, (2.1) is a convex problem with infinitely many global

optimum. When A is full rank, one may obtain an explicit solution to (2.1)
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given by:

x+ := A+A∗y, (2.2)

where A+ := (A∗A)−1 is the Moore-Penrose Pseudo-inverse. Using the com-

pact Singular Value Decomposition of A = ÛΣ̂V̂ ∗ where Û ∈ Cm×m, Σ̂ ∈

Cm×m, V̂ ∗ ∈ Cm×n we have that:

x+ = V̂ V̂ ∗x∗, (2.3)

in other words that the solution x+ is the projection of the true signal x∗

onto the first m right singular vectors of the sensing matrix A. To this end we

may conclude that x+ is typically a poor approximation to x∗. One may take

a mirror view of (2.1) as a linear regression problem, as opposed to a signal

approximation problem. In this sense, the approximation x+ represents linear

regression coefficients and each row of A is merely a data input value. In the

context of regression, we have the bias-variance tradeoff. When we have that

the error term ε satisfies homoscedasticity and its components are uncorre-

lated, then by the Gauss-Markov Theorem [13] the bias is zero, however our

variance is likely to be very high as noted before that x+ will in all likelihood

be a poor approximation of x∗ and will in all likelihood predict poorly on new

data points.

One modification we can make to (2.1) is to add a regularization term so

that the problem becomes well-posed, i.e. there exists a numerically stable and

unique solution. The first regularizer we consider is the Tikhonov regularizer

7



which imposes an `2 penalty on the signal approximation:

min
x∈Cn

1

2
‖y −Ax‖2

2 +
λ

2
‖x‖2

2, λ > 0. (2.4)

Note that this unconstrained optimization problem is equivalent to the fol-

lowing constrained optimization problem for some t > 0 which depends on

λ:

min
x∈Cn

1

2
‖y −Ax‖2

2 subject to ‖x‖2 ≤ t. (2.5)

The optimization problem (2.4) is referred to as Ridge Regression. Observe

that the objective function for (2.4) fλ(x) = 1
2
‖y−Ax‖2

2 + λ
2
‖x‖2

2 has Hessian

∇2fλ(x) = (A∗A+ λI) which is a strictly positive definite matrix. Therefore

the ridge regression problem is strongly convex and thus admits a unique

solution, which has closed form:

xλ = (A∗A+ λI)−1A∗y. (2.6)

Using the compact form of the SVD for A we have that:

xλ =
m∑
i=1

vi
si

s2
i + λ

〈u∗i ,y〉, (2.7)

where {si}mi=1, {vi}ni=1 and {u∗i }mi=1 denote the singular values, the columns of

V , and the rows of the matrix U SVD of A, respectively.

Note that ridge regression shrinks the coefficients of the projection of

x∗ more along the smaller right singular directions of A and shrinks the co-

efficients of the aforementioned projection less along the larger right singular

directions of A (corresponding to smaller/larger singular values).
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Revisiting our mirror regression context, xλ is now a biased estimator

of x∗, however the variance of our estimator depends on λ. Observe that

when λ = 0 we recover the OLS estimate. For non-zero λ, observe that we will

have non-zero shrinkage, with the hope that it will reduce the variance of our

estimator xλ by controlling how large our regression coefficients will grow.

While (2.4) is now a strongly convex optimization problem, the draw-

backs of ridge regression include:

1. Still highly sensitive to the choice of sensing matrix A.

2. Cannot zero out any components of a signal, i.e. it can only shrink, but

for λ 6= +∞, we are never eliminating variables and thus is incapable of

performing variable selection. If we are in the high dimensional setting

where m� n this problem is further exacerbated and it becomes difficult

to interpret xλ’s components.

To this end, we wish to consider a sparse regularizer to (2.1). We will

be assuming the low complexity prior that x∗ is either sparse or is itself well

approximated by a sparse signal. Why assume a sparsity prior?

• Many natural signals are well approximated by sparse signals. Many

standard data compression algorithms such as JPEG, MP3 and others

exploit sparsity for example [1].

• Sparse signals have better interpretability.

9



• Sparse signal approximations have inherent low complexity and perhaps

sparse approximation algorithms can be designed which scale gracefully

in the high dimensional regime we are ultimately interested in. In fact,

note that both the OLS solution and the ridge regression solution in-

volve inverting a matrix or computing an SVD, both of which become

computationally intensive for large dimensional data.

To this end, one may pose the following sparsity regularized OLS prob-

lem:

min
x∈Cn

1

2
‖y −Ax‖2

2 + λ‖x‖0, λ > 0, (2.8)

where ‖ · ‖0 is referred to as the `0 pseudo-norm. The ‖ · ‖0 is merely the

cardinality of a signal’s support set. For some value of s which depends on λ

(2.8) is equivalent to the following constrained optimization problem:

min
x∈Cn

1

2
‖y −Ax‖2

2 subject to ‖x‖0 ≤ s. (2.9)

Since the `0 pseudo-norm is non-convex, the problems (2.8) and (2.9) are non-

convex optimization problems. Yet another related problem is that of finding

sparsest vector :

min
x∈Cn

‖x‖0 subject to ‖y −Ax‖2 ≤ η, (2.10)

which is an NP-Hard problem [14]. For the remainder of the chapter we will

be concerned primarily with problem (2.10).

We conclude for that sparsity to be an attractive choice for a regularizer,

the following properties must be satisfied:

10



1. Well-posedness: A priori, (2.10) is not a well posed problem. Can a

sufficiently general class of sensing matrices be constructed which act as

an injection on the space of sparse signals? This would certainly be a

necessary condition to guarantee uniqueness of solutions to (2.10). Im-

plicit in this is the number of rows of A or the number of measurements;

how many measurements do we need to sufficiently distinguish between

sparse signals?

2. Tractable/Scalable Computational Complexity: Can one design

computationally efficient sparse approximation algorithms which scale

better than the matrix inversion based solutions above?

2.3 RIP Matrices and Convex Relaxation

To address the first point, it turns out that there is a sufficiently general

class of matrices which allow for compression/dimensionality reduction of high

dimensional but sparse signals while simultaneously approximately preserving

the signals `2 norm. To this end, we state the following definition from [1]:

Definition 2.3.1. If the entries of a matrix A ∈ Cm×n are independent mean

zero subgaussian random variables with variance 1 and some subgaussian pa-

rameters β, κ such that:

Pr[|Aj,k| ≥ t] ≤ β exp(−κt2), for all t > 0, (j, k) ∈ [m]× [n], (2.11)

then A is called a subgaussian random matrix.

11



Subgaussian random matrices constitute a class of matrices which in-

clude Bernoulli matrices and (obviously) Gaussian matrices.

Soon we will see that with high probability these subgaussian random

matrices satisfy a crucial property referred to as the Restricted Isometry Prop-

erty :

Definition 2.3.2. The s-th restricted isometry constant δs = δs(A) of a ma-

trix A ∈ Cm×n is the smallest δ ≥ 0 such that:

(1− δ)‖x‖2
2 ≤ ‖Ax‖2

2 ≤ (1 + δ)‖x‖2
2 (2.12)

for all sparse vectors x ∈ Cn. We say that A satisfies the RIP of order s with

RIP constant δs(A).

The following crucial theorem from [1] establishes how much compres-

sion is possible using random subgaussian matrices:

Theorem 2.3.1. Let A ∈ Cm×n be a subgaussian random matrix. Then

there exists a constant C > 0 (depending only on the subgaussian parameters

(β, κ)) such that the restricted isometry constant of 1√
m
A satisfies δs ≤ δ with

probability at least (1− ε) provided:

m ≥ Cδ−2
(
s ln(eN/s) + ln(2ε−1)

)
. (2.13)

Setting ε = 2 exp(−δ2m/(2C)) yields the condition:

m ≥ 2Cδ−2s ln(eN/s), (2.14)

12



which guarantees that δs ≤ δ with probability at least 1 − exp(−δ2m/(2C)).

Observe that this is a probabilistic guarantee. A random draw of a subgaussian

matrix will with high probability satisfy the above, but there is no determinis-

tic guarantee. In fact, it is still an open problem to deterministically construct

such RIP sampling matrices A using the aforementioned sampling bounds on

m.

We are now ready to address the second issue, namely that (2.10)

is a non-convex problem. One of the major techniques in high dimensional

data mining and machine learning has been to relax non-convex regulariz-

ers/constraints to their tightest convex relaxation.

Note that a basis for the space of sparse signals will be {±ei}ni=1 where

ei denotes the standard basis vectors. Observe that the convex hull of these

basis elements is precisely the `1 unit ball. We therefore see intuitively why the

`1 norm is the tightest convex relaxation of the `0 pseudo-norm. For further

details see [1].

Posing the convex relaxed problems, we have that (2.8) becomes relaxed

to the Basis Pursuit Denoising Problem (BPDN):

min
x∈Cn

1

2
‖y −Ax‖2

2 + λ‖x‖1, λ > 0. (2.15)

As before, for some value of s which depends on λ BPDN (2.15) is equivalent

to the LASSO [15]:

min
x∈Cn

1

2
‖y −Ax‖2

2 subject to ‖x‖1 ≤ s. (2.16)

13



For this section, we will focus on the convex relaxation of (2.10), re-

ferred to as the `1 minimization problem1:

min
x∈Cn

‖x‖1 subject to ‖y −Ax‖2 ≤ η. (2.17)

Using the RIP in conjunction with `1 minimization, from [1] we have

the following performance guarantee:

Theorem 2.3.2. Suppose that the 2s-th restricted isometry constant of the

matrix A ∈ Cm×n satisfies:

δ2s <
4√
41
. (2.18)

Then for any x ∈ Cn and y ∈ Cm with ‖y − Ax‖2 ≤ η, a solution x# of

(2.17) approximates the signal x with errors:

‖x− x#‖1 ≤ Cσs(x)1 +D
√
sη,

‖x− x#‖2 ≤
C√
s
σs(x)1 +Dη,

where the constants C,D > 0 only depend on δ2s and σs(x)1 := inf‖z‖0≤s ‖x−

z‖1.

Note that when x is actually s-sparse and there is no noise, i.e. η = 0

Theorem (2.3.2) guarantees exact sparse recovery.

The `1 minimization problem is a linear program and can be solved by

convex optimization techniques. In general while these `1 constrained/regularized

1Note that BPDN, the LASSO and `1 minimization are all related to one another; for
further details consult Section 3 of [1].
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optimization problems are now convex and enjoy sparse recovery guarantees,

these methods still scale poorly to high dimensional datasets. In what follows,

we will consider greedy iterative methods, in particular one called Iterative

Hard Thresholding. These methods have better scalability while still provid-

ing good sparse approximation guarantees.

2.4 Iterative Hard Thresholding

We will consider a problem of the form:

min f(x) subject to x ∈ S, (2.19)

where S is some structured solution space and f(x) denotes a loss function

which depends on x and the vector of linear samples y = Ax∗ + e, where e

represents measurement noise and A ∈ Cm×N is a sampling matrix. For the

case of best s-sparse approximation f(x) = 1
2
‖Ax − y‖2

2 and S = {x ∈ CN :

‖x‖0 ≤ s}, i.e. we are interested in identifying and approximating the top

s-energetic components of an underlying signal x∗ given a set of noisy linear

measurements y.

Greedy iterative algorithms solve problems like (2.19) by starting with

some initial approximation x0 and iteratively making a set of computationally

tractable but only locally optimal updates. For differentiable loss functions,

this typically involves a gradient descent step. For compressed sensing prob-

lems, we have the smooth differentiable least square loss and computing these

gradients typically only involve matrix-vector product operations, which scales
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much more gracefully than matrix inversion or solving a linear program. That

is why much research has been devoted to developing scalable and robust

greedy iterative algorithms. Some of the more popular ones being OMP [16],

CoSaMP [17] and Iterative Hard Thresholding (IHT) [12]. For the purposes

of this thesis, we will now devote our attention to IHT.

Setting our initial approximation x0 = 0, IHT is the iteration:

xn+1 = Hs(x
n +A∗(y −Axn)), (2.20)

where Hs is the hard thresholding operator and at each step n + 1 it outputs

the best s-sparse approximation to xn +A∗(y −Axn) by projecting it onto

S. More specifically

Hs(x) = inf
‖z‖0≤s

‖x− z‖2. (2.21)

Note that by plugging in for y = Ax∗ + e, we obtain the following approxi-

mation:

xn +A∗(y −Axn) = A∗Ax∗ + (I −A∗A)xn +A∗e ≈ x∗ + ξn.

Iterative greedy algorithms such as IHT exploit the RIP in the following

manner. If the matrix A satisfies the RIP of order s, then A∗A is a good

enough approximation to the identity matrix on the space of s-sparse vectors

so that applying A∗ to the vector of noisy samples approximately yields the

true signal x∗ up to some “noise term”

A∗y = A∗Ax∗ +A∗e ≈ x∗ + ξ.
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Iterative greedy algorithms produce a dense signal approximation zn ≈ x∗+ξn

at each stage n and they denoise this dense signal to output an s-sparse ap-

proximation. IHT denoises by applying the hard thresholding operator Hs,

yielding xn+1, an s-sparse approximation to the true underlying signal x.

Roughly speaking, the denoising process of all of these iterative methods in-

volves a projection onto the space of sparse vectors. The idea behind this

is that while the noise term ξn is dense, its energy is assumed to be spread

throughout all of its coordinates and as a result does not heavily contaminate

the s-most significant coordinates of x∗. Despite the fact that S is non-convex,

it is very simple to compute projections onto this space: all that is required

is sorting the entries of the signal by their magnitude and picking the top s

entries. This fact combined with the above RIP intuition explains why greedy

methods such as IHT can efficiently solve a non-convex problem.

In [12], the following performance guarantee was established2:

Theorem 2.4.1. Let y = Ax+ e denote a set of noisy observations where x

is an arbitrary vector. Let xs be an approximation to x with no more than s

non-zero elements for which ‖x−xs‖2 is minimal. If A has restricted isometry

property with δ3s < 1/
√

32, then at iteration n, IHT as defined by (2.20) will

recover an approximation xn satisfying

‖x− xn‖2 ≤ 2−n‖xs‖2 + 6ε̃s. (2.22)

2We use different notation than that of the original authors Blumensath and Davies.
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where

ε̃s = ‖x− xs‖2 +
1√
s
‖x− xs‖1 + ‖e‖2. (2.23)

In other words, IHT guarantees a linear convergence rate up to the

unrecoverable energy ε̃s. This ε̃s term is referred to as unrecoverable energy as

it contains the measurement noise and energy terms which measure how well

a signal x can be approximated by sparse signals.

2.5 Weighted Sparsity

In this section, all of the concepts and definitions are taken from [7].

For unstructured sparse recovery problems, the sparsity of a signal x ∈ CN

is defined to be the cardinality of its support set, denoted as ‖x‖0. More

generally, we have a dictionary of atoms {ai}Ni=1 and for the unstructured case,

each atom is given the weight ωi = 1 for all i = 1, . . . , N . In this context, the

sparsity of a signal can be viewed as the sum of the weights of the atoms in

the support set. Following [7], given a dictionary {ai}Ni=1 and a corresponding

set of weights {ωi}Ni=1, ωi ≥ 1 for i = 1, . . . , N , we can define the weighted `0

norm:

‖x‖ω,0 =
∑
j:xj 6=0

ω2
j .

Observe that the weighted sparsity of a vector x is at least as large as the

unweighted sparsity of x, i.e. ‖x‖ω,0 ≥ ‖x‖0.

For any subset S ⊂ [N ], we may define the weighted cardinality of S
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via:

ω(S) :=
∑
j∈S

ω2
j .

In general, we also have the weighted `p spaces with norm:

‖x‖ω,p =
∑
j:xj 6=0

|xj|pω2−p
j .

Using this generalized notion of sparsity allows us to pose the best

(ω, s)-sparse approximation problem:

minimize
1

2
‖Ax− y‖2

2 subject to ‖x‖ω,0 ≤ s. (2.24)

Given this generalized notion of sparsity, [7] defines a generalized notion

of a map A : CN → Cm being an isometry on the space of weighted sparse

vectors:

Definition 2.5.1. (Weighted restricted isometry constants) For A ∈ Cm×N ,

weight parameter ω and s ≥ 1, the weighted restricted isometry constant δω,s

associated to A is the smallest number δ for which

(1− δ)‖x‖2
2 ≤ ‖Ax‖2

2 ≤ (1 + δ)‖x‖2
2

holds for all x ∈ CN with ‖x‖ω,0 ≤ s. We say that a map A has the weighted

restricted isometry property with respect to the weights ω (ω-RIP) if δω,s is

small for s reasonably large compared to m.

Observe that for any positive number s, there exists a partition of s

with distinct parts of maximal cardinality, i.e. an index set I with ω-weighted
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cardinality s with the largest number of non-zero atoms. Let Pω(s) denote

this maximal term

Pω(s) := max
ω(I)≤s

|I|.

Clearly if A satisfies RIP of order Pω(s), then A will also satisfy the ω-RIP

of order s. However the converse does not hold. Not only do weighted sparse

signals have a constraint on the cardinality of their support sets, they can also

have a constraint on the maximal atom which can be present in their support

sets. Take for example the weights defined by ω(j) =
√
j, j = 1, . . . , N .

An (ω, s)-sparse signal cannot have any atom with index higher than ds1/2e

supported. If A were to satisfy the ω-RIP of order s, then the ω-RIP alone

does not guarantee that A preserves the geometry of heavy-tailed signals, no

matter how sparse they may be in the unweighted sense. We conclude that

the ω-RIP is in general a weaker isometry condition than the RIP and the

primary reason being the existence of heavy tailed signals.

In [7] a heuristic justification is given that for weights ω satisfying

ω(j) = jα/2, with high probability an m×N i.i.d. subgaussian random matrix

satisfies the ω-RIP once

m = O
(
α1/α−1s1/(α+1) log(s)

)
.

Note that fewer measurements are required than in the unweighted case, which

has the lower bound of m = O(s log(N/s)) measurements.

The following properties of RIP matrices carry over immediately to

ω-RIP matrices.
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Lemma 2.5.1. Let I denote the N×N identity matrix. Given a set of weights

ω ∈ CN , vectors u,v ∈ CN , y ∈ Cm and an index set S ⊆ [N ],

|〈u, (I −A∗A)v〉| ≤ δω,t‖u‖2‖v‖2 if ‖supp(u) ∪ supp(v)‖ω,0 ≤ t,

‖((I −A∗A)v)S‖2 ≤ δω,t‖v‖2 if ‖S ∪ supp(v)‖ω,0 ≤ t,

‖(A∗y)S‖2 ≤
√

1 + δω,s‖y‖2 if ‖S‖ω,0 ≤ s.

Proof. The proofs follow immediately from their unweighted counterparts where

one employs the ω-RIP instead of the RIP. See [1] for full proofs.

2.6 Iterative Hard Weighted Thresholding: In Theory

2.6.1 Extension to the Weighted Case

Observe that one can equivalently view IHT as a projected gradient

descent algorithm with constant step size equal to 1. Once IHT is viewed in

this manner, the modification we make to extend IHT to solve (2.24) is quite

natural: we still perform a constant step size gradient descent step at each

iterate, however instead of projecting onto the space of s-sparse vectors, we

project onto the space of weighted sparse vectors Sω,s = {x : ‖x‖ω,0 ≤ s}.

This algorithm will be referred to as Iterative Hard Weighted Thresholding

(IHWT) and it is given by the following iteration

xn+1 = Hω,s(x
n +A∗(y −Axn)), (2.25)
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where Hω,s is the hard weighted thresholding operator and it computes projec-

tions onto the space of weighted sparse vectors Sω,s

Hω,s(x) = inf
‖z‖ω,0≤s

‖x− z‖2. (2.26)

Computing the projection Hω,s(x) is not as straightforward as comput-

ing Hs(x). In particular, sorting the signal by the magnitude of its entries and

then thresholding does not produce the best (ω, s)-sparse approximation. To

see why, consider the simple example where N = 3, ω = [1,
√

2,
√

3] and take

the signal x = [9, 9, 10]. For s = 3, by sorting and thresholding, we obtain the

following weighted 3 sparse approximation x∗ = [0, 0, 10] and ‖x−x∗‖2 = 9
√

2.

However, the other 3 sparse approximation x̂ = [9, 9, 0] is in fact a more ac-

curate weighted 3 sparse approximation as ‖x− x̂‖2 = 10 < 9
√

2.

Therefore unlike the unweighted case, computing the best weighted s-

sparse approximation consists of a combinatorial search. To illustrate the diffi-

culty of executing this search, consider the case of a weight parameter ω given

by ω(j) =
√
j for j = 1, . . . , N . In this case, computing all the possible index

sets of weighted cardinality s is equivalent to computing all the partitions of s

consisting of unique parts. With the square root weight parameter, Wolfram

Mathematica [18] computes that there are 444,794 possible subsets of weighted

sparsity s = 100 and it computes that there are 8,635,565,795,744,155,161,506

support sets of size s = 1000.

Despite this intractability, in the next subsection we derive theoretical

guarantees for the IHWT algorithm and in Section 2.7, we will explore the
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empirical performance of a computationally efficient surrogate to approximate

the projection onto Sω,s.

2.6.2 Performance Guarantees

Throughout this subsection, we will employ the following notation:

1. xs = Hω,s(x) as defined by (2.26),

2. rn = xs − xn,

3. S = supp(xs),

4. xS = x− xs,

5. Sn = supp(xn),

6. T n = S ∪ Sn,

7. an+1 = xn+A∗(y−Axn) = xn+A∗(Ax+e−Axn) = xn+A∗(Axs+

AxS + e−Axn).

2.6.2.1 Performance Guarantees: Convergence to a Neighborhood

Here we derive performance guarantees which establish that IHWT

will converge to a neighborhood of the best (ω, s)-sparse approximation with

a linear convergence rate. The size of the neighborhood is dependent on how

well the true signal x is approximated by xs.

To begin we focus our attention on an intermediate, yet more general

error bound for IHT:
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Theorem 2.6.1. Let y = Ax+ e denote a set of noisy observations where x

is an arbitrary vector. Let xs be an approximation to s with no more than s

non-zero elements for which ‖x−xs‖2 is minimal. If A has restricted isometry

property with δ3s < 1/
√

32, then at iteration n, IHT as defined by (2.20) will

recover an approximation xn satisfying

‖x− xn‖2 ≤ 2−n‖xs‖2 + ‖x− xs‖2 + 4.34‖AxS + e‖2. (2.27)

To pass from (2.27) to (2.22)–(2.23), Blumensath and Davies used the

following energy bound for RIP matrices from [17]:

Proposition 2.6.2. Suppose that A verifies the upper inequality

‖Ax‖2 ≤
√

1 + δs‖x‖2, when ‖x‖0 ≤ s.

Then, for every signal x,

‖Ax‖2 ≤
√

1 + δs

[
‖x‖2 +

1√
s
‖x‖1

]
. (2.28)

Applying (2.28) to AxS in (2.27) yields (2.22)–(2.23).

The proof of Proposition 2.6.2 boils down to establishing an inclusion

of polar spaces: S◦ ⊂ K◦. S◦ is equipped with the following norm

‖u‖S◦ = max
|I|≤r
‖uI‖2.

The proof proceeds by considering any element u of the unit ball in S◦. We

decompose u into two components: uS and uS where uS represents the best s-

sparse approximation to u in the `2 norm. As S contains the s most energetic
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atoms, this implies that the set S contains atoms whose energy must lie under

a certain threshold: the bound ‖uS‖∞ ≤ 1√
s

is easily obtained. In other words,

the following decomposition is obtained:

u = uS + uS ∈ B2 +
1√
s
B∞,

and the space on the right hand side is exactly the space K◦. For further de-

tails, consult [17], in this chapter we will only be concerned with this particular

aspect of their proof.

This sort of decomposition does not hold for the weighted case. Con-

sider the example in which the weight vector ω is such that ω(j) =
√
j. As

mentioned before, with such a weight vector ω, any s sparse signal cannot

have any atom of index higher than ds1/2e supported. Therefore, taking the

best (ω, s)-sparse approximation to a signal does not constrain the `∞ norm

of the signal on the complement S. As a result of this, Proposition 2.6.2 does

not extend to the weighted case and an alternative method will be needed to

bound the energy of AxS. Here we see a key difference between unweighted

sparsity and weighted sparsity: significant amounts of energy can be concen-

trated in the tail x − Hω,s(x). More specifically we see that certain weight

vectors can yield the process of taking the best (ω, s)-sparse approximation to

be an operation which is inherently local as it may restrict the analysis to lie

on a subset of low weight atoms and the higher weight atoms are completely

ignored.

An alternative method of bounding the term ‖Ax‖2 involves a different
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type of decomposition. Suppose A satisfies the RIP of order s with RIP

constant δs. Let {Si}pi=1 be a partition of [N ] into s-sparse blocks: each Si

satisfies: for all i 6= j, Si ∩Sj = ∅ and card(Si) ≤ s. We may apply the RIP to

each Si block to obtain the following bound:

‖Ax‖2 = ‖A(
∑
i

xSi)‖2 ≤
∑
i

‖AxSi‖2

≤
√

1 + δs
∑
i

‖xSi‖2

≤
√

(1 + δs)/s
∑
i

‖xSi‖1 =
√

(1 + δs)/s‖x‖1

This sort of argument in general will not extend to the weighted case. De-

pending on the weight vector ω such a decomposition of an arbitrary signal

into a collection of disjoint s-sparse blocks may not even be possible.

Therefore, the performance guarantee given in Theorem 2.4.1 does not

directly extend to the weighted case. The more general guarantee of Theorem

2.6.1 however, does extend, and we present the proof:

Theorem 2.6.3. Let ω ∈ CN denote a weight vector with ω(i) ≥ 1 for all

i = 1, . . . , N . Let y = Ax + e denote a set of noisy observations where x

is an arbitrary vector. If A has weighted restricted isometry property with

δω,3s < 1/
√

32, then at iteration n, IHWT as defined by (2.25) will recover an

approximation xn satisfying

‖x− xn‖2 ≤ 2−n‖xs‖2 + ‖x− xs‖2 + 4.34‖AxS + e‖2. (2.29)

Proof. We follow the proof presented in [12]. By the triangle inequality we
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have that:

‖x− xn+1‖2 ≤ ‖x− xs‖2 + ‖xn+1 − xs‖2. (2.30)

We focus on the term ‖xn+1 − xs‖2. This term is supported on T n+1 and we

may therefore restrict our analysis to this index set. By the triangle inequality

we have:

‖xs − xn+1‖2 ≤ ‖(xs)Tn+1 − an+1
Tn+1‖2 + ‖xn+1

Tn+1 − an+1
Tn+1‖2

By definition of the thresholding operator Hω,s, the signal xn+1 is the best

weighted s sparse approximation to an+1. In particular, xn+1 is a better

weighted s sparse approximation to an+1 than xs. We therefore obtain the

inequality:

‖xs − xn+1‖2 ≤ 2‖(xs)Tn+1 − an+1
Tn+1‖2.

Expanding the term an+1:

‖xs − xn+1‖2 ≤ 2‖(xs)Tn+1 − xnTn+1 −A∗Tn+1Arn +A∗Tn+1AxS +A∗Tn+1e‖2

≤ 2‖rnTn+1 −A∗Tn+1Arn‖2 + 2‖A∗Tn+1(AxS + e)‖2

= 2‖(I −A∗Tn+1ATn+1)rnTn+1 −A∗Tn+1ATn\Tn+1rnTn\Tn+1‖2

+ 2‖A∗Tn+1(AxS + e)‖2

≤ 2‖(I −A∗Tn+1ATn+1)rnTn+1‖2 + 2‖A∗Tn+1ATn\Tn+1rnTn\Tn+1‖2

+ 2‖A∗Tn+1(AxS + e)‖2

Note that T n \ T n+1 is disjoint from T n+1 and ‖T n ∪ T n+1‖ω,0 ≤ 3s. Applying
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the RIP bounds from 2.5.1:

‖rn+1‖2 ≤ 2δω,2s‖rnTn+1‖2 + 2δω,3s‖rnTn\Tn+1‖2 + 2
√

1 + δω,2s‖AxS + e‖2

≤ 2δω,3s

(
‖rnTn+1‖2 + ‖rnTn\Tn+1‖2

)
+ 2
√

1 + δω,3s‖AxS + e‖2

≤
√

8δω,3s‖rn‖2 + 2
√

1 + δω,3s‖AxS + e‖2.

If we have that δω,3s <
1√
32

, then

‖rn+1‖2 ≤ 0.5‖rn‖2 + 2.17‖AxS + e‖2.

Iterating this relationship and using the fact that
∑∞

i=0 2−i = 2, we obtain the

bound:

‖rn‖2 < 2−n‖xs‖2 + 4.34‖AxS + e‖2. (2.31)

Combining (2.31) with (2.30) proves the desired claim.

Note that the proof has two main components: the hard thresholding

operator produces xn+1, a superior sparse approximation to the gradient de-

scent update an+1 than xs and applying the RIP. Moreover, the proof never

requires any details of the projection or even the space we are projecting onto,

unlike the proof of Proposition 2.6.2, which uses special properties of the pro-

jection onto the space of unweighted s sparse signals.

The existence of weights which are known to produce signals with heavy

tails is the main blockage to the extension of some more detailed performance

guarantees, like that of Theorem 2.6.1. In the two cases before, one notices

that the existence of heavy tailed signals prevented a decomposition of a signal
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amenable to further analysis. However, for certain bounded weight parame-

ters, for arbitrary signals x, one may obtain a modified bound on ‖Ax‖2 in

terms of weighted norms. Indeed we obtain the following weighted analogue

of Proposition 2.6.2:

Proposition 2.6.4. Consider a sparsity level s and a weight parameter ω

satisfying s ≥ 2‖ω‖2
∞. If A satisfies the ω-RIP of order s with RIP constant

δω,s, then the following inequality holds for any arbitrary signal x:

‖Ax‖2 ≤
√

1 + δω,s

(
‖x‖2 +

2√
s
‖x‖ω,1

)
(2.32)

Proof. The proof employs the same strategy used in the proof of Theorem

4.5 in [7]. Let x ∈ CN . We will partition [N ] into weighted s sparse blocks

S1, . . . , Sp for some index p with each block satisfying s− ‖ω‖2
∞ ≤ ω(Sl) ≤ s.

Furthermore, we assume that the blocks Si are formed according to a non-

increasing rearrangement of x with respect to the weights, i.e.

|xj|ω−1
j ≤ |xk|ω−1

k for all j ∈ Sl and for all k ∈ Sl−1, l ≥ 2. (2.33)

For any k ∈ Sl, set αk = (
∑

j∈Sl ω
2
j )
−1ω2

k ≤ (s − ‖ω‖2
∞)−1ω2

k by hypothesis.

Notice that
∑

k∈Sl αk = 1. For l ≥ 2 then:

|xj|ω−1
j ≤

∑
k∈Sl−1

αk|xk|ω−1
k for any j ∈ Sl (2.34)

≤ (s− ‖ω‖2
∞)−1

∑
k∈Sl−1

|xk|ω−1
k ω2

k (2.35)

= (s− ‖ω‖2
∞)−1

∑
k∈Sl−1

|xk|ωk (2.36)

= (s− ‖ω‖2
∞)−1‖xSl−1

‖ω,1. (2.37)
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where (2.34) holds by non-increasing rearrangement and convexity and (2.35)

holds by hypothesis. Therefore, by the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, we obtain:

‖xSl‖2 ≤
√
s

s− ‖ω‖2
∞
‖xSl−1

‖ω,1 ≤
2√
s
‖xSl−1

‖ω,1 for l ≥ 2.

For ‖Ax‖2, we obtain the following estimate:

‖Ax‖2 ≤
p∑
i=1

‖AxSi‖2

≤
√

1 + δω,s

p∑
i=1

‖xSi‖2

=
√

1 + δω,s

(
‖xS1‖2 +

p∑
i=2

‖xSi‖2

)

≤
√

1 + δω,s

(
‖xS1‖2 +

2√
s

p−1∑
i=1

‖xSi‖ω,1

)

≤
√

1 + δω,s

(
‖x‖2 +

2√
s
‖x‖ω,1

)
.

Applying 2.6.4 to ‖AxS‖2 immediately yields the following performance

guarantee:

Theorem 2.6.5. For sparsity level s, let ω ∈ CN denote a weight vector with

ω(i) ≥ 1 for all i = 1, . . . , N satisfying s ≥ 2‖ω‖2
∞. Let y = Ax + e denote

a set of noisy observations where x is an arbitrary vector. If A has weighted

restricted isometry property with δω,3s < 1/
√

32, then at iteration n, IHWT as
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defined by (2.25) will recover an approximation xn satisfying

‖x− xn‖2 ≤ 2−n‖xs‖2 + 6

(
‖x− xs‖2 +

2√
s
‖x− xs‖ω,1 + ‖e‖2

)
. (2.38)

This result bears a striking resemblance to Theorem 2.4.1 except that

it is in terms of the weighted `1 norm as opposed to the unweighted `1 norm.

2.6.2.2 Performance Guarantees: Contraction

For an arbitrary, possibly dense signal x, the performance guarantees

presented above do not guarantee the convergence of IHT/IHWT, but rather

they guarantee that if the sampling matrix A ∈ Cm×N satisfies the RIP of

order 3s then the iterates are guaranteed to converge to a neighborhood of the

true best s-sparse approximation. In [19], alternative guarantees are derived

under an alternative assumption on A, namely that ‖A‖2 < 1. In particular,

we focus on the guarantee that if A satisfies the spectral bound ‖A‖2 < 1,

then the sequence of IHT iterates (xn) is a contractive sequence.

Note that if A satisfies the RIP of order 3s, then by applying A to

the canonical Euclidean basis vectors {ei}Ni=1 it follows that the `2 norm of the

columns of A must satisfy:

1− δ3s ≤ ‖Aj‖2 ≤ 1 + δ3s, for j = 1, . . . , N. (2.39)

On the other hand, the spectral norm of a linear map can equivalently be

interpreted as an operator norm: ‖A‖2 = sup‖x‖2=1 ‖Ax‖2. As a consequence:

‖A‖2 = sup
‖x‖2=1

‖Ax‖2 ≥ max
ei,i=1,...,N

‖Aei‖2 = max
i=1,...,N

‖Ai‖2.
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Therefore ifA satisfies the RIP condition, it could be true that maxi=1,...,N ‖Ai‖2 >

1 by (2.39). In this manner, the RIP condition is in general not compatible

with the spectral condition ‖A‖2 < 1.

Observe that if the spectral norm of A is bounded above by 1, then

the loss function f(x) = 1
2
‖y −Ax‖2

2 is majorized by the following surrogate

objective function:

g(x, z) =
1

2
‖y −Ax‖2

2 − ‖A(x− z)‖2
2 + ‖x− z‖2

2. (2.40)

Because g(x,x) = f(x), optimizing g(x,x) will decrease the objective function

f(x). This is known as Lange’s Majorization Minimization (MM) Method [20].

Viewing z as fixed, we may decouple the coordinates xi:

g(x, z) ∝
∑
i

x2
i − 2xi(zi + A∗iy − A∗iAz). (2.41)

Ignoring the sparsity constraint on x, minimizing (2.41) we obtain the uncon-

strained minima x∗ given by:

x∗i = zi + A∗iy − A∗iAz.

We then have that:

g(x∗, z) ∝
∑
i

x∗i
2 − 2x∗i (zi + A∗iy − A∗iAz) =

∑
i

−x∗i
2.

Therefore the s-sparse constrained minimum of the majorizing surrogate g is

given by hard thresholding x∗ by choosing the largest s components in mag-

nitude. Clearly the above analysis holds for weighted sparse approximations
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as well. We therefore conclude that both the IHT and IHWT iterates share

the property that the sparsity constrained minimizer of g(x,xn) is given by

x = xn+1.

The following lemma establishes that IHWT makes progress at each

iterate.

Lemma 2.6.6. Assume that ‖A‖2 < 1 and let (xn) denote the IHWT iterates

defined by (2.25). Then the sequences (f(xn)) and (g(xn+1,xn)) are non-

increasing.

Proof. We have the following sequence of inequalities:

f(xn+1) ≤ f(xn+1) + ‖xn+1 − xn‖2
2 − ‖A(xn+1 − xn)‖2

2

= g(xn+1,xn)

≤ g(xn,xn)

= f(xn)

≤ f(xn) + ‖xn − xn−1‖2
2 − ‖A(xn − xn−1)‖2

2

= g(xn,xn−1).

Next we present the following lemma which states that the IHWT it-

erates contract.

Lemma 2.6.7. If the sensing matrix A satisfies ‖A‖2
2 ≤ 1 − c < 1 for some

positive c ∈ (0, 1), then for the IHWT iterates (xn) the following limit holds:

limn→∞ ‖xn+1 − xn‖2
2 = 0.
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Proof. By the spectral bound:

‖A(xn+1 − xn)‖2
2 ≤ (1− c)‖xn+1 − xn‖2

2.

Rearranging terms

‖xn+1 − xn‖2
2 ≤

1

c

[
‖xn+1 − xn‖2

2 − ‖A(xn+1 − xn)‖2
2

]
.

We define the sequence of partial sums (sn) by sn =
∑n

i=0 ‖xi+1−xi‖2
2. Clearly

the sequence (sn) is monotonically increasing. If we can show that the sequence

(sn) is also bounded, then (sn) is a convergent sequence. Let k be any arbitrary

index. We then obtain the following sequence of inequalities:

sk =
k∑
i=0

‖xi+1 − xi‖2
2 ≤

1

c

k∑
i=0

(
‖xi+1 − xi‖2

2 − ‖A(xi+1 − xi)‖2
2

)
(2.42)

=
1

c

k∑
i=0

g(xi+1,xi)− 1

2
‖y −Axi+1‖2

2 (2.43)

≤ 1

c

k∑
i=0

g(xi,xi)− f(xi+1) (2.44)

=
1

c

k∑
i=0

f(xi)− f(xi+1) (2.45)

=
1

c
(f(x0)− f(xk+1)) (2.46)

≤ 1

c
f(x0) (2.47)

where (2.44) follows from the next IHWT iterate xi+1 being a minimizer of

g(x,xi).
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Therefore {sn} is a convergent sequence. As the sequence of partial

sums converges, the infinite sum
∑∞

i=0 ‖xi+1 − xi‖2
2 < ∞ and as a result

limn→∞ ‖xn+1 − xn‖2
2 = 0.

2.7 Iterative Hard Weighted Thresholding: In Practice

2.7.1 Choosing the weights

Before delving into numerical experiments, we pause for a moment and

focus on the overall setup of performing signal analysis in practice. Note

that we have ignored the preprocessing required to properly select the weight

parameter ω. In reality, this may require either significant domain knowledge

(hand crafted) or the application of a learning algorithm to rank the atoms

and assign weights (learned). If N � 1, it is not feasible to expect a human

expert to assign weights to each of these atoms and instead we may assign

weights to blocks of atoms. While this may be effective, the overall structure

of the signals may not be fully captured in such a model. It is an interesting

avenue of research to explore whether or not there are some machine learning

algorithms which could effectively learn the weights of a class of signals given

some training data. One could assume that the weights ω are generated from

some unknown smooth function f , i.e. ω(i) = f(i) for i = 1, . . . , N and

apply some nonparametric statistical methods. One could test the quality of

the weights by testing to see if weighted `1 minimization with those learned

weights can effectively recover test signals.

Another related problem is to assume that the signals x are being
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generated from some parameterized probability distribution p(x).3 While it

may make intuitive sense why a weight parameter ω which is monotonically

increasing is appropriate for a family of power law decay signals, the manner

in which these ωj components should grow is far from obvious. One may pose

the following question: given a signal pdf p(x), is there an optimal weight

parameter ω? Here, optimal means that with high probability, sparse signals

generated from the pdf p(x) are recovered from weighted `1 minimization

with weighted parameter ω. If so, how does one compute it? The works

[8–10] consider this problem and derive performance guarantees of weighted

`1 minimization for the optimal weight parameter ω. In [8], exact weights

were computed for their simpler signal model in which there are two blocks

of support and weights ω1 and ω2 need to be chosen for each block. In [10] a

more general signal model is employed and the authors suggest methods for

choosing the weights based on p(x). Aside from some relatively simple cases,

it is not explicitly known how to compute an optimal set of weights given a

model signal pdf p(x).

2.7.2 Approximate Projection

The main consequence of the intractability of computing weighted best

s-sparse approximations is that we cannot run the IHWT algorithm as each

3It should be noted that to optimize the parameters, one typically performs some sort
of learning method on training data to optimize the parameters. One common method is
to have some training data and use the Expectation Maximization (EM) algorithm to tune
the parameters.
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iterate requires a projection onto Sω,s.

To reconcile this issue we compute an approximation to Hω,s(x). Let

H̃ω,s(x) denote a modified projection operator which sorts the weighted signal

ω−1 ◦ x 4. Consult [7] for properties of this weighted thresholding operator.

In what sense is H̃ω,s an approximation to Hω,s? We present the fol-

lowing example to build some intuition. Let N = 100 and let ω be given by

ω(j) =
√
j for j = 1, . . . , 100. Consider the signal x where x(1) = 10 and

x(100) = 99 and equal to 0 otherwise. Then ω−1 ◦x = [10, 0, · · · , 0, 9.9]. Sort-

ing and thresholding we obtain that x̃ = H̃ω,100(x) = [10, 0, · · · , 0]. Clearly

the best weighted 100 sparse approximation is given by x∗ = [0, · · · , 0, 99].

In this case, our projection operator H̃ω,s did not compute a very good ap-

proximation. However, one can claim that the signal x is a mis-match for our

weight parameter ω. For signals which “match” the weights more closely, H̃ω,s

does a better job of recovering the output of the true projection Hω,s. For

example, if x was chosen to be a monotonically decreasing signal, this would

match the weight ω and in this case our surrogate H̃ω,s will compute accurate

projections.

2.7.3 Experiments

For the remainder of this section, we will be interested in either the

approximation or exact recovery of power law distributed signals. To randomly

4A ◦B denotes the Hadamard product of A and B.
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generate power law signals, we randomly choose integers a, b and formed the

power function f(x) = a
xb

and defined our signal x by x(i) = f(i) for i =

1, . . . , N .

We chose our weight parameter ω as follows: the first s-block of co-

ordinates we are relatively certain should be included in our support set as

we are dealing with power law signals, thus we set ω(1 : s) = 1. For the

second s-block of coordinates we are more uncertain about their inclusion in

the signals support set and thus we set ω(s + 1 : 2s) = 3 and we set the tail

ω(2s + 1 : N) = 10 for similar reasons. Note that these are still relatively

mild weights given the power law prior we have assumed. We further note

that given these weights the best (ω, s)-sparse approximation is going to be

the actual best s-sparse approximation for s-sparse power law signals.

In the following set of experiments we will test the performance of

IHWT for computing (ω, s)-sparse approximations of dense power law decay-

ing signals. For arbitrary dense signals x, it requires a combinatorial search to

compute the best (ω, s)-sparse approximation. However, for power law decay

signals, the best (ω, s)-sparse approximation is simple to compute as it can be

performed by choosing the minimal k index such that
∑k

i=1 i ≤ s. We note

that while the approximate projection operator H̃ω,s will indeed compute the

true (ω, s)-sparse approximation of a power law distributed signal, our gradi-

ent descent updates xn+1 +A∗(y−Axn) are a priori not going to be power law

distributed signals. Therefore in these experiments, we are not only testing

the performance of IHWT, but also of this surrogate projection operator H̃ω,s.
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Figure 2.1: Exact Recovery of Randomly Generated Variable s-sparse Power
Law Signals using m = 128 measurements. Results are averaged over 200
trials. Best viewed in color.

The noisy measurements were y = Ax+e where e is a Gaussian noise vector.

To test the quality of our noisy sparse approximation, we computed the nor-

malized error ‖xs−xapprox‖2
‖e‖2 , where xs is the true best s-sparse approximation

and xapprox is the approximation output by our algorithm.

In Figure 2.1 we present the performance of IHWT, CoSaMP [17], IHT

[12], OMP [16], `1 minimization and weighted `1 minimization for the task of

exact sparse recovery using m = 128 measurements. In particular we randomly

generated A ∈ R128×256 Gaussian sensing matrices, s-sparse power law signals

xs and we have the noise-free measurements y = Axs. We consider a signal to

be exactly recovered if the signal approximation and the true underlying signal

agree to four decimal places, i.e. ‖xapprox−xs‖2 ≤ 10−4. We averaged over 200

trials. Observe that while IHWT does not exactly recover the sparser power
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Figure 2.2: Exact Recovery of a fixed sparse s = 25 power law distributed
signal using a variable number of measurements. Results are averaged over
200 trials. Best viewed in color.

law signals as well as CoSaMP or `1 minimization, its recovery performance

degrades much more gracefully as the sparsity level increases.

In Figure 2.2 we now keep the sparsity level fixed at s = 25 and we allow

the number of measurements m to vary from 1 to 100. We averaged over 200

runs and we present the probability of exact recovery. Observe the superior

performance of IHWT over the other classical greedy sparse approximation

algorithms in the undersampling m = O(s) regime.

In the next set of experiments, we tested the noisy sparse recovery

performance of IHWT and we compared it again three standard sparse ap-

proximation algorithms: CoSaMP, IHT and OMP. We have a fixed number of
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Figure 2.3: The log normalized error averaged over 200 trials of noisy s-sparse
approximation of dense Power Law Signals using m = 128 measurements. Best
viewed in color.

measurements m = 128 and we randomly generated A ∈ R128×256 Gaussian

sensing matrices and we have noisy samples y = Ax + e. Note now that x

is no longer an s-sparse power law distributed signal but rather it is a dense

power law distributed signal. In Figure 2.3 we present the log normalized error

and log of the standard deviation averaged over 200 trials and in 2.4 we present

the log of the standard deviation of the 200 trials. In Figures 2.3 and 2.4 we

see the clear performance advantage of IHWT over other greedy algorithms for

the task of fixed sparse approximation of power law distributed signals using

a fixed number of measurements.

In our final set of experiments, we tested how well we could approximate
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Figure 2.4: The log standard deviation of 200 trials of noisy s-sparse approxi-
mation of dense Power Law Signals using m = 128 measurements. Best viewed
in color.
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Figure 2.5: The log normalized error averaged over 200 trials of noisy s-sparse
approximation of dense Power Law Signals using a variable number of mea-
surements. Best viewed in color.

the best s = 25 sparse approximation of a dense power law signal x given a set

of noisy measurements y = Ax+ e using a variable number of measurements

m = 1, . . . , 100. In Figures 2.5 and 2.6 we again see the improved performance

of IHWT over other standard greedy sparse approximation algorithms.

2.8 Conclusion and Future Directions

We have presented the IHWT algorithm which is a weighted extension

of the IHT algorithm using the weighted sparsity technology developed in [7].

We established theoretical guarantees of IHWT which are weighted analogues

of their unweighted counterparts. While not all of the guarantees presented in
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Figure 2.6: The log standard deviation of 200 trials of noisy s-sparse approxi-
mation of dense Power Law Signals using a variable number of measurements.
Best viewed in color.
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[12,19,21] are able to be extended, in certain cases like Prop 2.6.4 and Theorem

2.6.5 we were able to extend the results using the additional hypothesis that

the weight parameter ω satisfies ‖ω‖∞ ≤ O(s) for a given weighted sparsity s.

This condition allowed us to control the tail x − xs and instead of obtaining

`p error bounds, we obtained the analogous error bounds in the weighted `p

norms. Empirically to test the performance of IHWT, we implemented a

tractable surrogate for the projection onto the space of weighted signals. The

numerical experiments also show that the normalized version of IHWT has

superior performance to their unnormalized counterparts.

We pose the following open problems:

1. Can the results from [19], which guarantee the convergence of IHT to a

local minimizer be extended to IHWT? Here we only extended the guar-

antee that the IHWT sequence of iterates (xn) is a contractive sequence.

2. Can we learn the weight parameter ω given some training data {xi}

where each xi is a known signal?

3. Here we simply used the weights from the weighted `1 minimization

problem to be our sparsity weights. However, is there a more optimal

choice of weights to reduce the performance gap between IHWT and

weighted `1 minimization for the task of exact sparse recovery?
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Chapter 3

Collaborative Filtering: Weighted Matrix

Completion

3.1 Overview

Matrix completion has become one of the more active fields in sig-

nal processing, enjoying numerous applications to data mining and machine

learning tasks. The matrix completion problem is one where we are allowed to

observe a small percentage of the entries in a data matrix M and from these

known entries, we must infer the values of the remaining entries. This problem

is severely ill-posed, particularly so in the high dimensional regime. To this

end, one must typically assume some sort of low complexity prior on M , i.e.

M is a low rank matrix or is well approximated by a low rank matrix. Using

this hypothesis a wide range of theoretical guarantees have been established

for matrix completion [22–29]. As noted in [3], these articles share a common

thread that the recovery guarantees all require that:

• The method of sampling the data matrixM must be done in a uniformly

random fashion,

• And that the low-rank matrix M must satisfy a so-called “incoherence”

property, which roughly means that the distribution of the entries of the
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matrix must have some form of uniform regularity (thereby allowing the

uniform sampling strategy to be effective).

In [3] it is observed that although the aforementioned articles differ in opti-

mization techniques, ranging from convex relaxation via nuclear norm min-

imization [23, 24, 29], non-convex alternating minimization [26] and iterative

soft thresholding [22], all of these algorithms have exact recovery guarantees

using as few as Θ(nr log n) observed elements for a square n × n matrix of

rank-r.

One of the central issues in matrix completion is the relationship be-

tween the distribution of a matrix’s entries and the sampling distribution be-

ing employed. For instance, if a matrix is highly incoherent, it has much of its

Frobenius norm energy spread throughout its entries in a relatively uniform

fashion. To this end, taking a uniformly random sample of this matrix’s entries

will be a sufficient enough representation to allow for exact recovery. How-

ever, if a matrix is highly coherent, in other words, it has much of its Frobe-

nius norm concentrated in a relatively sparse number of its entries, intuitively

we understand that a uniform sampling strategy will not yield a sufficiently

representative sample to allow for exact recovery.

Up until recently, the exact nature of this relationship between the data

matrix M and the sampling distribution p has not been quantified beyond the

uniform sampling case. In [3] we see this aforementioned relationship quan-

tified. For the purposes and aims of this chapter, we focus on two particular
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results established in [3]:

• If the sampling distribution p is proportional to the sum of the under-

lying matrix’s leverage scores, then any arbitrary n × n rank-r matrix

can be recovered from Θ(nr log2 n) observed entries with high probabil-

ity. The exact recovery guarantee is for the nuclear norm minimization

algorithm [30].

• Given a set of weights R,C, a sufficiency condition on the sampling

distribution p is established. In particular, if the sampling distribution

p is proportional to a sum of these R,C weights, then exact recovery

guarantees are derived for weighted nuclear norm minimization (the par-

ticular form of weighted nuclear norm minimization objective was first

posed in [31, 32]). Moreover, the benefit of weighted nuclear norm min-

imization vs. unweighted nuclear norm minimization is quantified with

a specific set of weights R,C which are chosen in terms of the sampling

distribution p.

We are primarily interested in the second result on weighted nuclear

norm minimization. We will explore the nature of the relationship between

the weights R,C and the empirical sampling distribution p̂ as opposed to

the true sampling distribution p. As previously noted, [3] established the

efficacy of weights R,C chosen in a specific fashion in terms of the sampling

distribution p. However, we are interested in a setting where the

sampling distribution p is not known to us and no prior knowledge
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of p is available and we instead we compute a statistical estimator

for p. We make the following contributions:

1. We establish a sufficiency condition for the case when the weights R,C

are functions of the empirical sampling distribution p̂ for the exact re-

covery of M using weighted nuclear norm minimization.

2. We show that a specific choice of weights R,C as functions of p̂ results

in a quantifiable relaxation in the exact recovery conditions for weighted

nuclear norm minimization vs. unweighted nuclear norm minimization.

3. We numerically demonstrate the healthy robustness of the weighted nu-

clear norm minimization to the choice of the weights R,C, hearkening

back to the previous work in non-uniform sampling and weighted matrix

completion [31,32]. We also demonstrate the superiority of weighted nu-

clear norm minimization over unweighted nuclear norm minimization in

the non-uniform sampling regime.

To obtain the above two theoretical guarantees we will use a large deviation

and a concentration of measure bound from [33] to derive sufficient conditions

as to when we may use the empirical sampling distribution p̂ as an effective

proxy for the true sampling distribution p. We use the notation that a ∧ b :=

min(a, b) and a ∨ b := max(a, b) throughout.
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3.2 Nuclear Norm Minimization and Uniform Sampling

For a given data matrix M ∈ Rn1×n2 , let Ω denote a set of observed

entries of M where Ω ∼ p and p is a probability mass function on [n1]× [n2].

Typically the cardinality of Ω is a small fraction of the m ·n total entries. The

matrix completion task is the following problem: given the known entries Ω,

infer the remaining entries [n1]× [n2] \ Ω of M .

The matrix completion task is severely ill-posed and one must regular-

ize/constrain the solution space to obtain a well-posed problem. One popular

choice for a low complexity prior for the matrix completion problem is that

of low rank: the data matrix M is either low rank or well approximated by a

low rank matrix.

One of the main applications of matrix completion is in ratings predic-

tions. In this setting, the rows of our matrix would be the customers and the

columns would be their ratings of the various products. Here we may interpret

the low rank prior in the following manner: there are a comparatively small

(relative to either the number of products or the number of users) set of ratings

patterns. Thus from a practical point of view, this low rank prior has some

statistical significance which may represent some concentration phenomenon

in the observed data.

With this low rank prior in hand, we may pose the following problem,

which we refer to as the rank minimization problem:

min
X∈Rn1×n2

rank(X) subject to Xij = Mij for (i, j) ∈ Ω. (3.1)
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Note that (3.1) is attempting to minimize a non-convex objective over

a convex constraint space. Matrix completion is a specific formulation of a

more general problem referred to as the Affine Rank Minimization Problem

(ARMP):

min
X∈Rn1×n2

rank(X) subject to A(X) = y, (3.2)

where A : Rn1×n2 → Rm is an affine sampling map and y := A(M ) is the

vector of samples. In the case of matrix completion, the affine map A = PΩ,

the projection map onto the Ω indices. The more general ARMP is known

to be an NP-Hard problem as ARMP includes sparsest vector (2.10) as a

subcase [1, 30].

Using again the convex relaxation heuristic discussed in Chapter 2, one

may relax ARMP (3.2) to its tightest convex relaxation. For the case of the

rank function, the tightest convex relaxation is the so-called nuclear norm:

Definition 3.2.1. Let a matrix M ∈ Rn1×n2 have singular value decomposi-

tion given by M = UΣV T . Then the nuclear norm is defined as:

‖M‖∗ :=

rank(M)∑
i=1

Σii, (3.3)

i.e. the sum of the singular values of M .

Intuitively, one may view the nuclear norm as the tightest convex relax-

ation of the rank function in the following manner: the rank of M is merely

the `0 pseudo-norm of the vector of diagonal entries of Σ from the SVD of

M , and we know that the `1 norm is the tightest convex relaxation of the `0
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norm, and the `1 norm of the vector of singular values will be the sum of the

singular values of M , precisely the nuclear norm. For a proof consult [30].

In [30] the following guarantee was established for (3.2) (which we para-

phrase using our notation):

Theorem 3.2.1. Suppose that δ2r < 1 for some integer r ≥ 1. Then M is

the only matrix of rank at most r satisfying A(M ) = y.

Where the δ2r is the RIP constant of order 2r for A. Thus [30] estab-

lished that (3.2) is well-posed subject to the sampling operator A acting as

an approximate isometry, mirroring much of the theoretical developments in

compressive sensing.

Relaxing (3.1) yields the nuclear norm minimization based matrix com-

pletion problem:

min
X∈Rn1×n2

‖X‖∗ subject to Xij = Mij for (i, j) ∈ Ω, (3.4)

We may view (3.4) as a specific case of the nuclear norm relaxed ARMP where

the affine sampling operator A = PΩ. Note that PΩ is in general not going to be

an isometry for any sampling ratem which allows for a sufficient compression of

the original data matrix M . To this end, the guarantee presented in Theorem

(3.2.1) is not applicable to matrix completion.

However, with the theoretical properties of the nuclear norm relax-

ation heuristic firmly established, a flood of matrix completion results fol-

lowed, starting with [23]. Soon after, [24] established the following guarantee

for (3.4):
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Theorem 3.2.2. Let M ∈ Rn1×n2 be a fixed matrix of rank r = O(1) with

incoherence parameter µ0. Write n := min(n1, n2). Suppose we observe m

entries of M with locations sampled uniformly at random. Then there is a

positive numerical constant C such that if:

m ≥ Cµ4
0n(log n)2, (3.5)

then M is the unique solution to (3.4) with probability at least 1 − n−3. In

other words: with high probability, nuclear norm minimization recovers all the

entries of M with no error.

And for general rank r-matrices, Theorem 3.2.2 can be extended to

yield exact recovery with high probability for the following sampling lower

bound:

m ≥ Cµ4
0nr

2(log n)2. (3.6)

The incoherence property for a matrix M is defined as:

Definition 3.2.2. Let M ∈ Rn1×n2 be a rank-r matrix with SVD given by

M = UΣV T . Then M is said to satisfy the incoherence property with inco-

herence parameter µ0 > 0 if:

‖PU(ea)‖2 ≤ µ0r

n1

, ‖PV (eb)‖2 ≤ µ0r

n2

, (3.7)

for all a ∈ [n1], b ∈ [n2] where ea, eb represent the respective standard Eu-

clidean basis vectors.
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Note that a lower incoherence parameter implies that the matrix M

has column and row spaces which are not highly correlated with the respective

standard Euclidean basis vectors. For example, if the column space of M is

spanned by vectors whose entries all have magnitude 1/
√
n1, then n1

r
‖PU(ea)‖2

attains the minimal value 1. In other words: when there is a uniform distri-

bution of energy, the incoherence is minimized. On the other hand, if the

column space of M contains a standard basis vector ea for some a ∈ [n1],

then n1

r
‖PU(ea)‖2 attains the maximal value n1

r
. In other words, M having a

lower coherence parameter translates to M not having any pathological dis-

tribution of its energy, for example M being a zero matrix except for a single

entry. A lower incoherence parameter guarantees some sort of regularity to

the distribution of the entries of M , thus enabling a vanilla sampling strategy

such as uniform sampling to allow for exact recovery. Thus for the first gen-

eration of matrix completion algorithms, a low coherence prior was typically

assumed in conjunction with the low rank prior in order to guarantee that the

matrix M would not be in the null space of the sampling operator PΩ.

Related to [24], [29] provided a simplified and more streamlined analysis

of the theoretical guarantees for (3.4). Other techniques have been developed

to solve (3.4) using a range of different optimization techniques, from non-

convex alternating minimization [26] to iterative soft thresholding [22]. These

methods all enjoy exact recovery guarantees for a square n× n rank-r matrix

in the uniform sampling regime using as few as Θ(nr log n) known samples.

Despite their differences in optimization techniques, all of these results share
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the common hypotheses of uniform sampling and incoherence. Indeed, the

incoherence hypothesis is strongly related to the uniform sampling hypothesis.

If M has a small coherence parameter µ0(M ), then as noted above, the dis-

tribution of the entries of M is sufficiently regular in the sense that M does

not have a pathological concentration of energy in a small number of entries.

Not having a pathological concentration of energy in a small number of entries

enables a uniform sampling to be sufficient to achieve exact recovery.

3.3 Non-uniform Matrix Completion

Early results on matrix completion [22–26, 29] have illuminated a con-

nection between the nature of uniform sampling and the coherence of a matrix

M . In particular, the aforementioned articles illuminate the quantitative re-

lationship between uniform sampling and a matrix’s incoherence parameter,

and when exact recovery using (3.4) is possible. Up until recently, the exact

nature of this relationship between M ’s statistics and the sampling distribu-

tion p has not been quantified beyond the uniform sampling case. In [3] a

general relationship between a specific set of statistics of the matrix M , re-

ferred to as leverage scores and any arbitrary sampling distribution p has been

established. From [3] recall that the leverage scores of a matrix M are defined

as:

Definition 3.3.1. (Leverage Scores) For an n1 × n2 real valued matrix M

of rank-r whose rank-r SVD is given by UΣV T , its (normalized) leverage
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scores–µi(M ) for any row i, and νj(M) for any column j–are defined as:

µi(M ) :=
n1

r
‖UTei‖2

2, i = 1, . . . , n1,

νj(M ) :=
n2

r
‖V Tej‖2

2, j = 1, . . . , n2,

where ei denotes the i-th standard basis vector with appropriate dimension.

The coherence of a matrix, hereby denoted as µ0(M) serves as a uniform upper

bound for the leverage scores:

µ0(M ) ≥ max
i,j
{µi(M), νj(M )}.

Then the following theorem was established:

Theorem 3.3.1. (Theorem 2 of [3]) Let M = (Mij) be an n1 × n2 matrix of

rank-r, and suppose that its elements Mij are observed only over a subset of

elements Ω ⊂ [n1]×[n2]. There is a universal constant c0 > 0 such that, if each

element (i, j) is independently observed with probability pij, and pij satisfies:

pij ≥ min

(
c0

(µi(M ) + νj(M ))r log2(n1 + n2)

min (n1, n2)
, 1

)
, (3.8)

pij ≥
1

min (n1, n2)10 (3.9)

then M is the unique optimal solution to the nuclear norm minimization prob-

lem (3.4) with probability at least 1− 5(n1 + n2)−10.

Note: The expected number of samples will beO(max(n1, n2)r log2(n1+

n2)).
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Observe that Theorem 3.3.1 establishes a quantitative relationship be-

tween a matrix’s leverage scores and the sampling distribution p which is

sufficient to allow for exact recovery using (3.4).

Consider now a different scenario, one in which the sampling distribu-

tion p and the underlying matrix’s leverage scores {µi(M )}n1
i=1, {νj(M)}n2

j=1

do not align according to (3.8). One technique to remedy this situation is to

design a transformation M 7→ M̄ so that we may adjust the leverage scores

to align with the sampling distribution p. We choose weights of the form

R := diag(R1, . . . , Rn1) ∈ Rn1×n1 ,C := diag(C1, . . . , Cn2) ∈ Rn2×n2 . Using

these parameterized weights, we will use M 7→ RMC as our transformation

which will adjust leverage scores of M . In [31] a weighted nuclear norm ob-

jective was proposed. Following [3, 32], we will be considering the following

weighted nuclear norm minimization problem:

M̄ = argmin
X∈Rn1×n2

‖RXC‖∗ subject to Xij = Mij, for (i, j) ∈ Ω. (3.10)

Let USV T denote the rank-r SVD of M . In [3] the row leverage scores of

the transformed matrix M̄ = RMC were upper bounded by the weights

R,C, the coherence µ0(M ) and the singular values of RU (and respectively

V TC; the analysis is identical). To bound the singular values of RU a linear

program is analyzed. It is known that the extrema of linear programs are

obtained at the boundary of the feasible set. In [3], it was established that

given any set of weights R,C, the corresponding support sets Sr, Sc are the

bn1/(µ0r)c, bn2/(µ0r)c entries of least magnitude of R,C, respectively. We let
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Sr, Sc denote the corresponding indices of the bn1/(µ0r)c, bn2/(µ0r)c entries of

least magnitude of R,C, respectively.

In [3], a quantitative relationship between the weights R,C and the

sampling distribution p which guarantees that (3.10) is an optimal solution

was established1:

Theorem 3.3.2. (Theorem 7 in [3]) Let M = (Mij) be an n × n matrix of

rank-r, and suppose that its elements Mij are observed only over a subset of

elements Ω ⊂ [n]×[n]. Without loss of generality, assume R1 ≤ R2 ≤ · · · ≤ Rn

and C1 ≤ C2 ≤ · · · ≤ Cn. There exists a universal constant c0 such that M

is the unique optimum to (3.10) with probability at least 1− 5(2n)−10 provided

that for all (i, j) ∈ [n]× [n], pij ≥ n−10 and:

pij ≥ c0

(
R2
i∑b(n/(µ0r)c

i′=1 R2
i′

+
C2
j∑b(n/(µ0r)c

j′=1 C2
j′

)
log2(2n). (3.11)

Note that for monotonically increasing weights R,C the corresponding

support sets Sr, Sc are merely the first bn/(µ0r)c indices, respectively.

3.4 Main Results

In what follows we shall assume that our sampling distribution p has

a product form pij = prip
c
j for all (i, j) ∈ [n1] × [n2]. Furthermore, we will

consider the following two-stage sampling model :

1We state Theorem 3.3.2 in the square n× n case for our purposes.
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• Stage 1 (Empirical Sampling Distribution): We sample the distribution

p with m times independently with replacement, but the corresponding

entries of the data matrix M are not revealed to us. In other words, we

are sampling the sampling distribution, but not the underlying matrix

M .

• Stage 2 (Sampling the Matrix): We then, independent of the first stage,

sample the matrix M using the independent Bernoulli model for each

entry (i, j) ∈ [n1]× [n2].

Note that this two stage sampling models allows one to sample the sampling

distribution p without revealing the entries of M . In this manner we may

design weights R,C which depend on the empirical sampling distribution p̂

and obtain matrix completion guarantees for these weights in the usual (stage

two) independent Bernoulli sampling model that has been typically used in

the matrix completion literature.

We present stage one sampling bounds which will allow p̂ to be used

as an empirical proxy for p to design weights R,C for (3.10) and obtain exact

recovery with high probability. To this end, we establish the following two

empirical estimation lemmas, which will serve as the foundation to our matrix

completion guarantees. The first is a one sided large deviation bound :

Lemma 3.4.1. Let p denote a probability mass function on [n1]×[n2] and sup-

pose p has a product form, i.e. for all (i, j) ∈ [n1]× [n2] : pij = prip
c
j for pr,pc

probability mass functions on [n1], [n2], respectively. Let X1, . . . , Xm
i.i.d∼ p be
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a sequence of m i.i.d samples. For any α ∈ (0, (mini∈[n1] p
r
i ∨ minj∈[n2] p

c
j)
−1)

and ε ∈ (0, 1), if the number of samples m is chosen such that:

m =
1

2

(
α min
i∈[n1]

pri ∧ min
j∈[n2]

pcj

)−2

log(ε−1(n1 + n2)), (3.12)

then with probability at least 1− ε we have that for all (i, j) ∈ [n1]× [n2]:

pij ≥
1

(1 + α)2
p̂ij. (3.13)

We also establish the following two sided empirical bound for the esti-

mation of product distributions:

Lemma 3.4.2. Let p denote a probability mass function on [n1]×[n2] and sup-

pose p has a product form, i.e. for all (i, j) ∈ [n1]× [n2] : pij = prip
c
j for pr,pc

probability mass functions on [n1], [n2], respectively. Let X1, . . . , Xm
i.i.d∼ p be

a sequence of m i.i.d samples. For any α ∈ (0, (mini∈[n1] p
r
i ∨ minj∈[n2] p

c
j)
−1)

and ε ∈ (0, 1), if the number of samples m is chosen such that:

m =
1

2

(
α min
i∈[n1]

pri ∧ min
j∈[n2]

pcj

)−2

log(2ε−1(n1 + n2)), (3.14)

then with probability at least 1− ε we have that for all (i, j) ∈ [n1]× [n2]:

1

(1 + α)2
p̂ij ≤ pij ≤

1

(1− α)2
p̂ij. (3.15)

Note that Lemmas 3.4.1 and 3.4.2 are general results for the empirical

estimation of any distribution p over [n1] × [n2] which has a product form.

Recall that the sampling model employed in [3] is a sequence of n1 · n2 in-

dependent Bernoulli random variables, with each Bernoulli random variable
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having success probability pij for (i, j) ∈ [n1]× [n2]. Therefore, p may not be a

probability matrix on [n1]× [n2] as it may not sum to 1. To this end, we note

that when we sample p, we are really sampling the normalized matrix 1∑
i,j pij

p.

So our empirical estimator p̂ is estimating the normalized probability matrix

1∑
i,j pij

p and not p itself. Therefore, in order to apply the above lemmas we

must account for this normalization constant.

Using the above, we will obtain two weighted matrix completion guar-

antees. For simplicity, we will prove all our results for the case when M is a

square n×n matrix. The first guarantee will be a sufficiency condition for the

weights R,C in terms of the empirical estimator p̂ which will ensure exact

recovery by weighted nuclear norm minimization with high probability:

Theorem 3.4.3. Let M = (Mij) be an n × n matrix of rank-r, and suppose

that its elements Mij are observed only over a subset of elements Ω ⊂ [n]× [n],

Let ε ∈ (0, 1) be arbitrary. Suppose that there exists

α ∈ (0, (min
i∈[n]

pri/(
∑
i∈[n]

pri ) ∨min
j∈[n]

pcj/(
∑
j∈[n]

pcj))
−1)

and some universal constant c0 such that for all indices (i, j) ∈ [n] × [n] the

weights R,C satisfy the following inequalities:

p̂ij ≥
(1 + α)2∑

ij pij
c0

(
R2
i∑

i′∈Sr R
2
i′

+
C2
j∑

j′∈Sc C
2
j′

)
log2(2n), (3.16)

where Sr, Sc denote the bn/(µ0r)c entries of least magnitude of R,C, respec-

tively. If the number of stage one samples m is chosen such that:

m =
1

2

(
αmin
i∈[n]

pri∑n
i=1 p

r
i

∧min
j∈[n]

pcj∑n
j=1 p

c
j

)−2

log(2ε−1n)
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and if for all (i, j) ∈ [n] × [n], pij ≥ n−10, then with probability at least (1 −

5(2n)−10)(1− ε),M is unique optimum to (3.10), where Ω is obtained via the

usual (stage two) independent, entry-wise Bernoulli sampling of M .

Our second weighted matrix completion guarantee will be for the exact

recovery properties of a set weights R,C explicitly defined in terms of the

empirical distribution p̂:

Theorem 3.4.4. Let M be a square n× n rank-r matrix with coherence µ0.

Consider the weights defined by:

Ri =

√
1

n
p̂ri
∑
j′∈Sc

p̂cj′ for i = 1, . . . , n, (3.17)

Cj =

√
1

n
p̂cj
∑
i′∈Sr

p̂ri′ for j = 1, . . . , n, (3.18)

where Sr, Sc denote the bn/(µ0r)c entries of p̂r, p̂c of least magnitude, respec-

tively. Suppose that there exists

α ∈ (0, (min
i∈[n]

pri/(
∑
i∈[n]

pri ) ∨min
j∈[n]

pcj/(
∑
j∈[n]

pcj))
−1)

such that the (unnormalized) matrix p satisfies for all (i, j) ∈ [n] × [n] and

the sets S∗r, S
∗
c which denote the bn/(µ0r)c entries of pr,pc of least magnitude,

respectively satisfies the following:

pcj
∑
i′∈S∗r

pri′ ≥ c0
2(1 + α)2

(1− α)2
log2(2n), (3.19)

pri
∑
j′∈S∗c

pcj′ ≥ c0
2(1 + α)2

(1− α)2
log2(2n). (3.20)
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If the number of stage one samples m is chosen such that:

m =
1

2

(
αmin
i∈[n]

pri∑n
i=1 p

r
i

∧min
j∈[n]

pcj∑n
j=1 p

c
j

)−2

log(4ε−1n),

then with probability at least (1 − 5(2n)−10)(1 − ε),M is unique optimum to

(3.10), where Ω is obtained via the usual (stage two) independent, entry-wise

Bernoulli sampling of M .

Note: Unweighted nuclear norm minimization attains exact recovery

under the condition that for all (i, j) ∈ [n]× [n]:

prip
c
j &

µ0r

n
log2(2n). (3.21)

However as Theorem 3.4.4 establishes, weighted nuclear norm minimization

with choice of weights (3.17) and (3.18) attains exact recovery subject to the

less restrictive sufficient recovery condition that:

pcj
∑
i′∈S∗r

pri′ & log2(2n),

pri
∑
j′∈S∗c

pcj′ & log2(2n).

This is precisely the condition from [3].

3.5 Empirical Estimation

We consider probability mass functions p on [n1] × [n2] which have a

product form pij = prip
c
j for (i, j) ∈ [n1]× [n2]. We will sample this distribution

with replacement m times. The X1, . . . , Xm
i.i.d∼ p samples are row and column
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pairs, i.e. Xk ∈ [n1]× [n2] for each k = 1, . . . ,m. We may define the row and

column empirical estimators :

Definition 3.5.1. The row and column empirical estimators p̂r, p̂c, respec-

tively are defined as:

p̂ri :=
1

m

m∑
k=1

δri (Xk), for i ∈ [n1], (3.22)

p̂cj :=
1

m

m∑
k=1

δcj(Xk), for j ∈ [n2], (3.23)

where for any Xk:

δri (Xk) =

{
1 if Xk is from row i,

0 otherwise.

δcj(Xk) =

{
1 if Xk is from column j,

0 otherwise.

For the remainder we will allow p̂ denote the empirical product esti-

mate, i.e. p̂ = p̂rp̂c.

Observe that in (3.22) and (3.23) each component of our row and col-

umn empirical estimators involve a sum of independent, bounded in [0, 1] ran-

dom variables as δri (Xk), δ
c
j(Xk) ∈ {0, 1} for any (i, j, k) ∈ [n1]× [n2]× [m]. In

this situation, we may use Hoeffding’s inequalities [33] to obtain some prob-

abilistic approximation guarantees. For our purposes, we will be using two

forms of Hoeffding’s inequalities: a one sided large deviation bound and a two

sided concentration of measure bound.
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Theorem 3.5.1. (Hoeffding Inequalities) Let Z1, . . . , Zm be independent ran-

dom variables such that each Zi ∈ [ai, bi] with probability 1. Let Sm =
∑m

i=1 Zi.

Then for any t > 0 we have:

Pr[Sm − E[Sm] ≥ t] ≤ exp

(
− 2t2∑m

i=1(bi − ai)2

)
, (3.24)

Pr[|Sm − E[Sm]| ≥ t] ≤ 2 exp

(
− 2t2∑m

i=1(bi − ai)2

)
. (3.25)

For any i ∈ [n1], we may define m random variables Zi,k := δri (Xk) for

k = 1, . . . ,m. Note that each random variable Zi,k only takes values in {0, 1}

and thus is bounded in [0, 1] with probability 1. As each Xk is merely a row

and column index, and each δri , δ
c
j are row and column indicator functions,

we have that any set of the Zi,k’s (and similarly for the column case) is an

independent set of random variables. Therefore the hypotheses of Theorem

3.5.1 are satisfied. For each i ∈ [n1] we may define the sum Sri,m :=
∑m

k=1 Zi,k.

Each Sri,m has expected value E[Sri,m] = mpri . Analogous results hold for the

column case. With the above pair of Hoeffding inequalities in hand, we are

now ready to establish our main lemmas. For the proof of Lemma 3.4.1 we

will apply (3.24) and for the proof of Lemma 3.4.2 we will apply (3.25).

3.5.1 Proof Lemma 3.4.1

Proof. We start our proof by analyzing empirical estimation of the row dis-

tribution; the analysis for the column distribution will be identical. For any

i ∈ [n1], α > 0, choosing t = αmini∈[n1] p
r
i , by (3.24) we have that:

Pr[p̂ri − pri ≥ α min
i∈[n1]

pri ] ≤ exp(−2(α min
i∈[n1]

pri )
2m). (3.26)
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We repeat the analysis for the column case: choose t = αminj∈[n2] p
c
j, then

analogously

Pr[p̂cj − pcj ≥ α min
j∈[n2]

pcj] ≤ exp(−2(α min
j∈[n2]

pcj)
2m). (3.27)

For any i ∈ [n1] let Er
i denote the event that p̂ri − pri ≥ αmini∈[n1] p

r
i and for

any j ∈ [n2] let Ec
j denote the event that p̂cj − pcj ≥ αminj∈[n2] p

c
j.

We must choose α > 0 such that the bounds in (3.26), (3.27) are

nontrivial. In particular, any two probability vectors cannot have their com-

ponents differ by more than 1. Therefore, we require that α satisfies:

α min
i∈[n1]

pri ≤ 1 and α min
j∈[n2]

pcj ≤ 1.

To this end it suffices to choose α ∈ (0, (mini∈[n1] p
r
i ∨minj∈[n2] p

c
j)
−1).

By (3.26), (3.27) and the Union Bound we have that:

Pr
[
For some (i, j) the event Er

i or Ec
j occurs

]
(3.28)

≤
(
n1 exp(−2(α min

i∈[n1]
pri )

2m) + n2 exp(−2(α min
j∈[n2]

pcj)
2m

)
≤ (n1 + n2) exp(−2(α min

i∈[n1]
pri ∧ min

j∈[n2]
pcj)

2m). (3.29)

Observe that (3.29) immediately yields that with probability at least

1− (n1 +n2) exp(−2(αmini∈[n1] p
r
i ∧minj∈[n2] p

c
j)

2m) for any (i, j) ∈ [n1]× [n2]

we have that the following bounds hold:

p̂ri − pri ≤ α min
i∈[n1]

pri , (3.30)

p̂cj − pcj ≤ α min
j∈[n2]

pcj. (3.31)
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Therefore with probability at least 1−(n1 +n2) exp(−2(αmin pi,j)
2m) we may

conclude that for all (i, j) ∈ [n1]× [n2] the following bound is true:

pij ≥
1

(1 + α)2
p̂ij. (3.32)

For any ε ∈ (0, 1) choosing m such that:

m =
log((n1 + n2)ε−1)

2
(
αmini∈[n1] p

r
i ∧minj∈[n2] p

c
j

)2 , (3.33)

guarantees that (3.32) holds with probability at least (1− ε) and the proof is

complete.

3.5.2 Proof of Lemma 3.4.2

Proof. The proof of Lemma 3.4.2 is similar to the previous proof but we include

the full proof for completeness. We start our proof by analyzing empirical

estimation of the row distribution; the analysis for the column distribution will

be identical. Following the previous section we restrict ourselves to choose α ∈

(0, (mini∈[n1] p
r
i ∨minj∈[n2] p

c
j)
−1). For any i ∈ [n1] choosing t = αmini∈[n1] p

r
i ,

by (3.25) we have that:

Pr[|p̂ri − pri | ≥ α min
i∈[n1]

pri ] ≤ 2 exp(−2(α min
i∈[n1]

pri )
2m). (3.34)

We may repeat the analysis for the column case, where we choose t =

αminj∈[n2] p
c
j, then analogously:

Pr[|p̂cj − pcj| ≥ α min
j∈[n2]

pcj] ≤ 2 exp(−2(α min
j∈[n2]

pcj)
2m). (3.35)
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For any i ∈ [n1] let Er
i denote the event that |p̂ri − pri | ≥ αmini∈[n1] p

r
i

and for any j ∈ [n2] let Ec
j denote the event that |p̂cj − pcj| ≥ αminj∈[n2] p

c
j. By

(3.34), (3.35) and the Union Bound we have that:

Pr
[
For some (i, j) the event Er

i or Ec
j occurs

]
(3.36)

≤ 2

(
n1 exp(−2(α min

i∈[n1]
pri )

2m) + n2 exp(−2(α min
j∈[n2]

pcj)
2m

)
≤ 2(n1 + n2) exp(−2(α min

i∈[n1]
pri ∧ min

j∈[n2]
pcj)

2m). (3.37)

Observe that (3.37) immediately yields that with probability at least 1−2(n1+

n2) exp(−2(αmini∈[n1] p
r
i ∧minj∈[n2] p

c
j)

2m) for any (i, j) ∈ [n1]× [n2] we have

that the two following bounds hold:

|p̂ri − pri | ≤ α min
i∈[n1]

pri , (3.38)

|p̂cj − pcj| ≤ α min
j∈[n2]

pcj. (3.39)

The bound (3.38) is equivalent to the following:

−α min
i∈[n1]

pri ≤ p̂ri − pri ≤ α min
i∈[n1]

pri ,

and the above inequality yields that for any i ∈ [n1]:

1

1 + α
p̂ri ≤ pri ≤

1

1− α
p̂ri . (3.40)

Similarly (3.39) implies that for any j ∈ [n2]:

1

1 + α
p̂cj ≤ pcj ≤

1

1− α
p̂cj. (3.41)
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Combining (3.40) and (3.41), we have that with probability at least

1− 2(n1 + n2) exp(−2(αmini∈[n1] p
r
i ∧minj∈[n2] p

c
j)

2m) that:

1

(1 + α)2
p̂ ≤ p ≤ 1

(1− α)2
p̂. (3.42)

For any ε ∈ (0, 1) note that if we choose:

m =
log(2(n1 + n2)ε−1)

2(αmini∈[n1] p
r
i ∧minj∈[n2] p

c
j)

2
, (3.43)

then (3.42) holds with probability at least 1− ε and the proof is complete.

3.6 Matrix Completion Guarantees

With Lemma 3.4.1 in hand, we are prepared to prove Theorem 3.4.3 in

Section 3.6.1. In Section 3.6.2, using Lemma 3.4.2 we will prove Theorem 3.4.4

which quantifies the relaxation of the condition for which (3.10) succeeds in

obtaining exact recovery using the empirically learned weights when compared

to unweighted nuclear norm minimization.

3.6.1 Proof of Theorem 3.4.3

Proof. For any α ∈ (0, (mini∈[n] p
r
i/(
∑n

i=1 p
r
i ) ∨ minj∈[n] p

c
j/(
∑n

j=1 p
c
j))
−1) and

ε ∈ (0, 1) if we choose

m =
1

2

(
αmin
i∈[n]

pri∑n
i=1 p

r
i

∧min
j∈[n]

pcj∑n
j=1 p

c
j

)−2

log(2ε−1n)

by Lemma 3.4.1 we have that with probability at least (1− ε) for any (i, j) ∈

[n]× [n]:

pij∑
ij pij

≥ 1

(1 + α)2
p̂ij. (3.44)
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Observe that if the weights R,C satisfy (3.16) for α, we have that:

pij ≥
∑

ij pij

(1 + α)2
p̂ij (3.45)

≥ c0

(
R2
i∑

i′∈Sr R
2
i′

+
C2
j∑

j′∈Sc C
2
j′

)
log2(2n). (3.46)

By Theorem 7 of [3], (3.46) is sufficient to guarantee exact recovery of M

via (3.10) with probability at least 1− 5(2n)−10. As stage one and stage two

sampling are independent, we conclude that (3.10) attains exact recovery with

probability at least (1− 5(2n)−10)(1− ε).

3.6.2 Weighted Nuclear Norm and Relaxation of Sufficient Recov-
ery Conditions

With Theorem 3.4.3 we established some sufficient conditions for the

weights R,C in order for (3.10) to attain exact recovery. In this section we

will establish exact recovery guarantees for a specific set of weights defined

in terms of the empirical sampling distribution p̂ and quantify how the exact

recovery conditions for (3.10) are relaxed relative to unweighted nuclear norm

minimization (3.4).

3.6.2.1 Proof of Theorem 3.4.4

Proof. Choosing the weights R,C as in (3.17) and (3.18), observe that for any

(i, j) ∈ [n]× [n]:(
R2
i∑

i′∈Sr R
2
i′

+
C2
j∑

j′∈Sc C
2
j′

)
log2(2n) =

(
p̂ri
∑

j′∈Sc p̂
c
j′ + p̂cj

∑
i′∈Sr p̂

r
i′∑

i′,j′∈Sr,Sc p̂
r
i′ p̂

c
j′

)
log2(2n).

(3.47)
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Let α ∈ (0, (mini∈[n] p
r
i ∨minj∈[n2] p

c
j)
−1) be such that (3.19) and (3.20)

hold and let ε ∈ (0, 1) be arbitrary. By Lemma 3.4.2 choosing m such that:

m =
1

2

(
αmin
i∈[n]

pri∑n
i=1 p

r
i

∧min
j∈[n]

pcj∑n
j=1 p

c
j

)−2

log(4ε−1n)

guarantees that with probability at least (1 − ε) that for all indices (i, j) ∈

[n]× [n]:

1

(1 + α)2
p̂ij ≤

pij∑
i,j pij

≤ 1

(1− α)2
p̂ij. (3.48)

Applying (3.48) to (3.47) we have that for any (i, j) ∈ [n]× [n]:(
R2
i∑

i′∈Sr R
2
i′

+
C2
j∑

j′∈Sc C
2
j′

)
log2(2n) =

(
p̂ri
∑

j′∈Sc p̂
c
j′ + p̂cj

∑
i′∈Sr p̂

r
i′∑

i′,j′∈Sr,Sc p̂
r
i′ p̂

c
j′

)
log2(2n)

≤ (1 + α)2

(1− α)2

(
pri
∑

j′∈Sc p
c
j′ + pcj

∑
i′∈Sr p

r
i′∑

i′,j′∈Sr,Sc p
r
i′p

c
j′

)
log2(2n)

=
(1 + α)2

(1− α)2

[
pri log2(2n)∑

i′∈Sr p
r
i′

+
pcj log2(2n)∑

j′∈Sc p
c
j′

]

≤ (1 + α)2

(1− α)2

[
pri log2(2n)∑

i′∈S∗r
pri′

+
pcj log2(2n)∑

j′∈S∗c
pcj′

]
(3.49)

≤ 1

c0

pij. (3.50)

where (3.49) follows as the sets S∗r, S
∗
c serve as a lower bound for the terms∑

i′∈Sr p
r
i′ ,
∑

j′∈Sc p
c
j′ respectively and thus inverting they serve as an upper

bound and (3.50) follows from (3.19) and (3.20). Again by Theorem 7 of [3]

we immediately see that (3.50) is sufficient to guarantee exact recovery of M

via (3.10) with probability at least 1− 5(2n)−10.
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3.7 Numerical Experiments

Here we test the performance of weighted nuclear norm minimization

using various weights. We have the following experimental setup: the data

matrix M is a unit Frobenius norm standard normal Gaussian square matrix

of dimension n = 500. Our sampling distribution p = prpc where pr,pc are

power law distributed with exponent equal to 1.2. Sampling the distribution

p at a rate of m times with replacement and we obtain the empirical distri-

bution p̂ = p̂rp̂c. Using this empirical distribution p̂ we test nuclear norm

minimization using the following weights, as was done in [32]:

1. Unweighted (Uniform Weights): the weights R,C are equal to the uni-

form weights.

2. True Weighted: the weights R,C satisfy: R = (pr)1/2,C = (pc)1/2.

3. Empirically Weighted: the weights R,C satisfy: R = (p̂r)1/2,C =

(p̂c)1/2.

4. Empirically Smoothed Weights: the weights R,C are a linear com-

bination of the empirical weights and the uniform weights. Letting

1n := [1, . . . , 1] be a vector of length n whose coordinates are all equal

to 1, we set R = 1
2n

(p̂r)1/2 + 1
2n

1n and C = 1
2
(p̂c)1/2 + 1

2n
1n, i.e. we put

half of the mass on the empirical distribution and remaining half of the

mass on the uniform weights.
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Figure 3.1: Probability of Exact
Recovery when the rank is equal to
5.

Figure 3.2: Probability of Exact
Recovery when the rank is equal to
10.

We let the rank of M be 5, 10, 15, 20, 25 and we choose a range of vari-

able sampling rates. For each rank and sampling rate test configuration we

performed 100 trials. We consider exact recovery to be when the output of

the weighted nuclear norm M̄ satisfies: ‖M − M̄‖F ≤ 10−5. To execute the

weighted nuclear norm minimization program we utilized the Augmented La-

grangian Method [34]. We obtained the following phase transition diagrams

in Figures 3.1-3.5.

Note that we do not perform the two stage sampling method. As the

power law sampling distribution p is non-uniform, even though we may sam-

ple at a rate of m = O(n1n2), the rate that the percentage of unique revealed

entries of M grows is in line with the uniform sampling regime we are accus-

tomed to. In Figure 3.6 we show how with the independent sampling with

replacement rate m grows with the percentage of unique entries of M .
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Figure 3.3: Probability of Exact
Recovery when the rank is equal to
15.

Figure 3.4: Probability of Exact
Recovery when the rank is equal to
20.

Figure 3.5: Probability of Exact
Recovery when the rank is equal to
25.

Figure 3.6: Power Law Sampling
with replacement rate vs. Percent-
age of Unique Samples Revealed.

3.8 Conclusion

We extended two weighted nuclear norm minimization results from [3].

In particular we extended results where the weights were being defined in

relation to the true sampling distribution p to the weights being defined in

relation to the empirical sampling distribution p̂. Furthermore, we defined

an empirical set of weights and established a quantifiable relaxation of exact
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recovery conditions for weighted nuclear norm minimization when compared

to the unweighted nuclear norm. To achieve these guarantees we used a large

deviation bound and a concentration of measure inequality from [33]. We

showed that weighted nuclear norm minimization is quite robust to the choice

of empirically learned weights. Indeed, we used a broad range of empirical

weights and saw strikingly similar exact recovery gains over unweighted nuclear

norm minimization.
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Chapter 4

Alternate Weighted Matrix Completion

Analysis

4.1 Introduction

In Chapter 3 we provided weighted nuclear norm minimization guaran-

tees using concentration of measure and large deviation bounds from [33]. In

this chapter we shall present an alternate analysis of these guarantees using

tools from the theory of convergence of empirical processes [35–38]. Roughly

speaking, note that for both Theorems 3.4.3 and 3.4.4 that the sampling bound

m depends inverse quadratically on the true sampling distribution p and has

an ε−1 logarithmic dependence. In this chapter, we use a result on the conver-

gence of fluctuation processes to obtain new sampling bounds for m. To this

end, we derive sampling bounds m in which the bounds m no longer depend

on the true sampling distribution p in an inverse quadratic fashion. The trade-

off is that we exchange a logarithmic dependence on ε−1 with a logarithmic

dependence on ε−2 and that our sampling bound depends on the convergence

rate of the fluctuation process. We believe that these sampling bounds may be

of independent interest than those bounds obtained in Chapter 3 depending

on the sampling distribution p. For example, if the sampling distribution is

extremely non-uniform, perhaps the inverse quadratic dependence on p would
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require too many samples and instead, in the analysis, one would prefer a

logarithmic dependence on p.

4.2 Main Results

As in Chapter 3 we shall assume that our sampling distribution p has

a product form pij = prip
c
j for all (i, j) ∈ [n1] × [n2] and we will consider the

following two-stage sampling model :

• Stage 1 (Empirical Sampling Distribution): We sample the distribution

p with m times independently with replacement, but the corresponding

entries of the data matrix M are not revealed to us. In other words, we

are sampling the sampling distribution, but not the underlying matrix

M .

• Stage 2 (Sampling the Matrix): We then, independent of the first stage,

sample the matrix M using the independent Bernoulli model for each

entry (i, j) ∈ [n1]× [n2].

We are now ready to state our main results in the context of this two

stage sampling model. In the initial sampling stage we are only sampling the

distribution p and we are not sampling the actual entries of the matrix M ,

merely its indices. Therefore, during this stage of sampling, our goal is to ob-

tain sufficient sampling lower bounds in order to guarantee that with arbitrary

probability, our empirical distribution p̂ will serve as a valid proxy for p in
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Theorem 3.3.2. We use the following notation: for two vectors x,y,x ≤ y de-

notes an element-wise inequality, i.e. xi ≤ yi for all i; similarly for other order

statements involving vectors or arrays. To this end, we prove the following

result for the empirical estimation of product distributions:

Lemma 4.2.1. Let p = prpc where pr,pc are probability mass functions on

[n1], [n2] respectively. For any 1/β, ε ∈ (0, 1) there exists an index mε ∈ N and

a constant cε such that for all (i, j) ∈ [n1]× [n2], we have that:

Pr

[
pij ≥

1

β
p̂ij

]
≥ (1− ε)2, (4.1)

provided that the number of stage one samples m =
(

cε
1−
√
β

)2

and:

cε ≥ O
(

1 ∧ log
1
2

(
ε−2(2π)1−n (min

(
Πn1
i=1p

r
i ,Π

n2
j=1p

c
j

))−1
)
∧
√
mε|1−

√
β|
)
,

(4.2)

where a ∧ b := max(a, b).

Note that Lemma 4.2.1 is a general result for the empirical estimation

of any distribution p over [n1] × [n2] which has the following product form:

pij = prip
c
j where pr,pc are probability distributions on [n1], [n2] respectively.

Recall that the sampling model employed in [3] is a sequence of n1 · n2 in-

dependent Bernoulli random variables, with each Bernoulli random variable

having success probability pij for (i, j) ∈ [n1]× [n2]. Therefore, p may not be

a probability distribution as it may not sum to 1. To this end, we note that

when we sample p, we are really sampling the normalized matrix 1∑
i,j pij

p. So

our empirical estimator p̂ is estimating the normalized matrix 1∑
i,j pij

p and
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not p itself. Therefore, in order to apply Lemma 4.2.1 we must account for

this normalization constant.

Having noted the above, with Lemma 4.2.1 in hand we may pass from

the weights R,C being defined in terms of the true sampling distribution p

to being defined in terms of the empirical sampling distribution p̂ to obtain

the following weighted nuclear norm minimization guarantee:

Theorem 4.2.2. Let M = (Mij) be an n × n matrix of rank-r, and suppose

that its elements Mij are observed only over a subset of elements Ω ⊂ [n]× [n].

Let ε ∈ (0, 1) be arbitrary. Suppose that there exists some β > 1 and some

universal constant c0 such that for all indices (i, j) ∈ [n]× [n] the weights R,C

satisfy the following inequalities:

p̂ij ≥
βc0∑
i,j pij

(
R2
i∑

i′∈Sr R
2
i′

+
C2
j∑

j′∈Sc C
2
j′

)
log2(2n). (4.3)

If the parameters cε,m are chosen as in Lemma 4.2.1 and if for all (i, j) ∈

[n] × [n], pij ≥ n−10, then with probability at least (1− 5(2n)−10) (1 − ε)2, M

is the unique optimum to (3.10), where Ω in (3.10) is obtained via the usual

(stage two) independent entry-wise Bernoulli sampling of M .

We also establish the following two sided empirical bound for the esti-

mation of product distributions:

Lemma 4.2.3. Let p = prpc where pr,pc are probability mass functions on

[n1], [n2] respectively. Let 1/β1, 1/β2, ε ∈ (0, 1) be arbitrary, with 1/β1 ≤ 1/β2.
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Then there exists an index mε and constants cε,1, cε,2 such that for all (i, j) ∈

[n1]× [n2]:

Pr

[
1

β1

p̂ij ≤ pij ≤
1

β2

p̂ij

]
≥ (1− ε)2, (4.4)

provided that we choose:

m =

(
cε,2

1−
√
β2

)2

(4.5)

cε,1 = −
∣∣∣∣1−√β1

1−
√
β2

∣∣∣∣ cε,2, (4.6)

cε,2 ≥ O
(

1 ∧ log
1
2

(
ε−2(2π)1−n (min

(
Πn1
i=1p

r
i ,Π

n2
j=1p

c
j

))−1 ∧
√
mε|1−

√
β2|
))

.

(4.7)

Using Lemma 4.2.3, we show that for a specific set of empirically defined

weights R,C we may quantify the relaxation of the exact recovery conditions

for (3.10) versus (3.4):

Theorem 4.2.4. Let M be a square n× n rank-r matrix with coherence µ0.

Consider the weights defined by:

Ri =

√
1

n
p̂ri
∑
j′∈Sc

p̂cj′ for i = 1, . . . , n, (4.8)

Cj =

√
1

n
p̂cj
∑
i′∈Sr

p̂ri′ for j = 1, . . . , n, (4.9)

where Sr, Sc denote the bn/(µ0r)c entries of p̂r, p̂c of least magnitude, re-

spectively. Let the sets S∗r, S
∗
c denote the bn/(µ0r)c entries of pr,pc of least

magnitude, respectively. Suppose that there exists a constant C ≤ 1/4 such
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that the (unnormalized) matrix p satisfies for all (i, j) ∈ [n]× [n]:

pcj
∑
i′∈S∗r

pri′ ≥
c0

C
log2(2n), (4.10)

pri
∑
j′∈S∗c

pcj′ ≥
c0

C
log2(2n). (4.11)

Then for any ε ∈ (0, 1), there exists an index mε ∈ N and β1, β2 such that if

cε,1, cε,2,m are chosen as in (4.5)-(4.7) and if for all (i, j) ∈ [n]× [n], pij ≥ 1
n10

then (3.10) achieves exact recovery with probability at least (1− 5(2n)−10)(1−

ε)2, where Ω in (3.10) is chosen via the (stage two) independent entry-wise

Bernoulli sampling of M .

Note: Unweighted nuclear norm minimization attains exact recovery

under the condition that for all (i, j) ∈ [n]× [n]:

prip
c
j &

µ0r

n
log2(2n). (4.12)

However as Theorem 4.2.4 establishes, weighted nuclear norm minimization

with choice of weights (4.8) and (4.9) attains exact recovery subject to the less

restrictive sufficient recovery condition:

pcj
∑
i′∈S∗r

pri′ & log2(2n),

pri
∑
j′∈S∗c

pcj′ & log2(2n),

precisely the condition from [3].
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4.3 Empirical Estimation

Given any probability mass function p on [n], we will sample this dis-

tribution with replacement m times. Given the X1, . . . , Xm
i.i.d∼ p random

variables, we may define the empirical estimator :

Definition 4.3.1. The empirical estimator p̂ is defined by:

p̂i :=
1

m

m∑
j=1

δi(Xj), for i ∈ [n]. (4.13)

Definition 4.3.2. For any probability mass function p on [n] we may define

the fluctuation process Ym by:

Ym,i =
√
m(p̂i − pi), for i ∈ [n]. (4.14)

From [39], we have the following empirical convergence result:

Theorem 4.3.1. The fluctuation process Ym converges in distribution to Y ,

a multivariate mean zero Gaussian random vector with covariance matrix Σ

given by:

Σij =

{
−pipj if i 6= j

(1− pi)pi if i = j
. (4.15)

For further background on the theory of empirical processes and their

convergence, we refer the reader to [35–38].

For ease of notation, we allow c to denote cε and c1, c2 to denote cε,1, cε,2

respectively for the remainder of the chapter.
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4.3.1 Proof of Lemma 4.2.1

Proof. With all the statistical preliminaries out of the way, we are now pre-

pared to prove Lemma 4.2.1. Since we are assuming that pij = prip
c
j, it suffices

to obtain the following inequalities:

Pr

[
pr ≥ 1√

β
p̂r
]
≥ (1− ε),

Pr

[
pc ≥ 1√

β
p̂c
]
≥ (1− ε).

(4.16)

Since the distributions pr and pc are independent, if the above holds, then we

may conclude that for all (i, j) ∈ [n1] × [n2] that Pr
[
pij ≥ 1

β
p̂ij

]
≥ (1 − ε)2

as desired. Therefore, without loss of generality, for ease of notation’s sake, it

suffices to consider p = pr and p̂ = p̂r; the exact same analysis holds for the

column distribution pc and its empirical estimator p̂c.

Observe that if
√
m (p̂− p)

D−→ Y , then
√
m (p− p̂)

D−→ −Y and since

Y is a mean zero multivariate Gaussian, Y and −Y have identical probability

distribution functions due to symmetry.

Consider the term Pr[
√
m(p− p̂) ≥ cp]. We have that:

Pr[
√
m(p− p̂) ≥ cp] = Pr

p ≥ 1(
1− c√

m

) p̂
 , (4.17)

precisely the type of inequality we desire. Note that we require that 1(
1− c√

m

) ∈
(0, 1) not that c ∈ (0, 1). In fact from the minus sign in (4.17) we would have

to require c < 0, else we violate the fact that p, p̂ are probability distributions.

For the remainder of this proof we will adopt the convention that the constant
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c > 0. Employing this convention, (4.17) equivalently becomes:

Pr[
√
m(p− p̂) ≥ −cp] = Pr

p ≥ 1(
1 + c√

m

) p̂
 . (4.18)

Due to convergence in distribution, we also have that:

lim
m→∞

Pr[
√
m(p− p̂) ≥ −cp] = Pr[−Y ≥ −cp] = Pr[Y ≥ −cp]. (4.19)

By (4.19) we may conclude that for any ε ∈ (0, 1), there exists an index

mε such that for all m ≥ mε:∣∣∣∣∣∣Pr

p ≥ 1(
1 + c√

m

) p̂
− Pr[Y ≥ −cp]

∣∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ ε/2, (4.20)

which implies that:

Pr

p ≥ 1(
1 + c√

m

) p̂
 ≥ Pr[Y ≥ −cp]− ε/2 (4.21)

Therefore, it suffices to obtain the bound:

Pr[Y ≥ −cp] ≥ 1− ε/2. (4.22)

We have that Y ∼ N(0,Σ) where Σ is defined in (4.15). However

by [40], the multinomial covariance matrix Σ is not full rank and therefore Y

has a degenerate probability distribution function. In particular, Σ has rank

n − 1. When a covariance matrix has rank n − 1 then with probability 1,

one of the coordinates Yi is a linear combination of the remaining coordinates
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{Y1, . . . , Yi−1, Yi+1, . . . , Yn}. Without loss of generality, we may assume that

there exists scalars {αi}n−1
i=1 such that:

Yn =
n−1∑
i=1

αiYi. (4.23)

Observe that if Yi ≥ −cpi for all i = 1, . . . , n− 1, then we have that:

Yn =
n−1∑
i=1

αiYi

≥
n−1∑
i=1

−αicpi

≥ −c(max
i

(|αi|, 1))
n−1∑
i=1

pi

= −c(max
i

(|αi|, 1))(1− pn)

= −c̃pn,

for some new constant c̃ and c̃ ≥ c > 0.

For improved legibility, we let Yn−1 := (Y1, . . . , Yn−1) and pn−1 :=

(p1, . . . , pn−1). Let c̃ε/2 denote the constant such that:

Pr[Yn−1 ≥ −c̃ε/2pn−1] = 1− ε/2.

With abuse of notation, setting c = max(c̃ε/2, c) yields that Pr[(Y1, . . . , Yn) ≥

−c(p1, . . . , pn)] ≥ 1 − ε/2. Having eliminated the last coordinate Yn from our

analysis, we have that Yn−1 ∼ N(0, Σ̂) where Σ̂ is the principle (n−1)×(n−1)

submatrix of Σ, i.e. Σ̂i,j = (Σ)i,j for 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n − 1. The key fact here is
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that Σ̂ is full rank n− 1 and by [40] its inverse is given by:

Σ̂−1 =
1

pn


p1+pn
p1

1 · · · 1

1 p2+pn
p2

1
...

... 1
. . . 1

1 · · · 1 pn−1+pn
pn−1

 . (4.24)

Therefore the quadratic term xT Σ̂−1x has the following form:

xT Σ̂−1x =
1

pn

[
2
∑
i 6=j

xixj +
n−1∑
i=1

x2
i

pi + pn
pi

]

=
2

pn

∑
i 6=j

xixj +
n−1∑
i=1

x2
i

(
pi + pn
pipn

)

=
2

pn

∑
i 6=j

xixj +
1

pn

n−1∑
i=1

x2
i +

n−1∑
i=1

x2
i

pi

=
1

pn
(x1 + · · ·+ xn−1)2 +

n−1∑
i=1

x2
i

pi
. (4.25)

Therefore we obtain:

Pr[Yn−1 ≥ −cpn−1]

=
1√

(2π)n−1|Σ̂|

∫ ∞
−cp1
· · ·
∫ ∞
−cpn−1

exp

(
−1

2
xT Σ̂−1x

)
dxn−1

=
1√

(2π)n−1|Σ̂|

∫ ∞
−cp1
· · ·
∫ ∞
−cpn−1

exp

(
−1

2

(
1

pn
(x1 + · · ·+ xn−1)2 +

n−1∑
i=1

x2
i

pi

))
dxn−1,

where dxn−1 := dx1 · · · dxn−1.

We now turn our attention to bounding the integral I defined by:

I :=
1√

(2π)n−1|Σ̂|

∫ ∞
−cp1
· · ·
∫ ∞
−cpn−1

exp

(
−1

2

(
1

pn
(x1 + · · ·+ xn−1)2 +

n−1∑
i=1

x2
i

pi

))
dxn−1.
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We now note that by symmetry of the normal distribution that finding a

constant c > 0 such that I ≥ 1− ε/2 is equivalent to finding a constant c > 0

such that I+ ≤ ε/2, where:

I+ :=
1√

(2π)n−1|Σ̂|

∫ ∞
cp1

· · ·
∫ ∞
cpn−1

exp

(
−1

2

(
1

pn
(x1 + · · ·+ xn−1)2 +

n−1∑
i=1

x2
i

pi

))
dxn−1.

(4.26)

For the remainder of this proof, we will be considering this case.

When c = 1, we make the following definition:

ε1 :=
1√

(2π)n−1|Σ̂|

∫ ∞
p1

· · ·
∫ ∞
pn−1

exp

(
−1

2

(
1

pn
(x1 + · · ·+ xn−1)2 +

n−1∑
i=1

x2
i

pi

))
dxn−1.

(4.27)

Hence if ε/2 ≥ ε1, it suffices to choose c = 1 as our constant. The remainder

of the proof is concerned with the case when ε/2 < ε1 or equivalently when

c > 1.

Observe that on the integration domain D = {(x1, . . . , xn−1) ∈ Rn−1 :

xi ≥ cpi, for i = 1, . . . , n− 1} we have that:

exp

(
− 1

2pn
(x1 + · · ·+ xn−1)2

)
≤ exp

(
− 1

2pn
c2(1− pn)2

)
,

thus yielding that:

I+ ≤
exp

(
− 1

2pn
c2(1− pn)2

)
√

(2π)n−1|Σ̂|

n−1∏
i=1

∫ ∞
cpi

exp

(
− 1

pi
x2
i

)
dxi.

Now each integral Ii :=
∫∞
cpi

exp
(
− 1
pi
x2
i

)
dxi can be bounded in the following
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manner:

Ii ≤
∫ ∞
cpi

xi
cpi

exp

(
− 1

2pi
x2
i

)
dxi

=
1

cpi

∫ ∞
cpi

xi exp

(
− 1

2pi
x2
i

)
dxi

=
1

cpi

∫ ∞
cpi

xi exp

(
−
(

xi√
2pi

)2
)
dxi

=
1

cpi

∫ ∞
c
√
pi/2

u
√

2pi exp(−u2)
√

2pidu

=
2

c

∫ ∞
c
√
pi/2

u exp(−u2)du

=
1

c
exp(−c2pi/2).

We therefore have that:

I+ ≤
exp

(
− 1

2pn
c2(1− pn)2

)
√

(2π)n−1|Σ̂|

1

cn−1
exp

(
−c

2

2
(1− pn)

)

=
exp

(
−1

2
c2(1− pn) [(1− pn)/pn + 1]

)
cn−1

√
(2π)n−1|Σ̂|

=
exp

(
− 1

2pn
c2(1− pn)

)
cn−1

√
(2π)n−1|Σ̂|

≤
exp

(
− 1

2pn
c2(1− pn)

)
√

(2π)n−1|Σ̂|
(4.28)

Where (4.28) holds since c > 1. We now wish to bound (4.28) above by ε/2.

Setting the RHS of (4.28) less than or equal to ε/2 and solving for c yields:

c ≥ O
(

log
1
2

(
ε−2(2π)1−n|Σ̂|−1

))
(4.29)
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Thus, we see that:

c ≥ O
(

1 ∧ log
1
2

(
ε−2(2π)1−n|Σ̂|−1

))
. (4.30)

Recall that the spectrum of a principle submatrix Σ̂ is bounded by the

spectrum of the original matrix Σ. By [41], we may conclude that:

|Σ̂| = O(Πn
i=1pi). (4.31)

From equations (4.16) and (4.17) we have that:

1√
β

=
1

1− c√
m

⇒ m =

(
c

1−
√
β

)2

.

As (4.20) only holds if m ≥ mε, if we choose c,m in the following manner:

c ≥ O
(

1 ∧ log
1
2

(
ε−2(2π)1−n|Σ̂|−1

)
∧
√
mε|1−

√
β|
)
,

= O
(

1 ∧ log
1
2

(
ε−2(2π)1−n (Πn

i=1pi)
−1) ∧√mε|1−

√
β|
)
, (4.32)

m =

(
c

1−
√
β

)2

, (4.33)

we have that Pr
[
pr ≥ 1√

β
p̂r
]
≥ (1−ε). Repeating the analysis for the column

distribution pc, we note that we need to choose the minimum of the two

products Πn1
i=1p

r
i ,Π

n2
j=1p

c
j in order to have the (4.1) hold. Thus choosing c and

m as stated in Lemma 4.2.1, the proof is complete.

4.3.2 Proof of Lemma 4.2.3

Proof. As in the proof of Lemma 4.2.1, we proceed in the case that p = pr, p̂ =

p̂r; the analysis for the column case is the same.
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By convergence in distribution we have that:

Pr[c1p ≤
√
m(p− p̂) ≤ c2p]

D−→ Pr[c1p ≤ Y ≤ c2p].

Therefore, there exists an index mε ∈ N such that for all m ≥ mε we have

that:

Pr[c1p ≤
√
m(p− p̂) ≤ c2p] ≥ Pr[c1p ≤ Y ≤ c2p]− ε/2.

Building upon our previous analysis for Lemma 4.2.1, we see that we wish to

bound the following integral:

I :=
1√

(2π)n−1|Σ̂|

∫ c2p1

c1p1

· · ·
∫ c2pn−1

c1pn−1

exp

(
−1

2

(
1

pn
(x1 + · · ·+ xn−1)2 +

n−1∑
i=1

x2
i

pi

))
dxn−1,

(4.34)

below by 1− ε
2

with c1 < 0 and c2 > 0. Observe that if we can find constants

c1 < 0, c2 > 0 such that I ≥ 1− ε/2, then for all m ≥ mε we have that:

Pr[c1p ≤
√
m(p− p̂) ≤ c2p] ≥ (1− ε). (4.35)

Note that by symmetry it suffices to find positive constants c1, c2 > 0

such that the following two inequalities hold:

I1 :=
1√

(2π)n−1|Σ̂|

∫ ∞
c1p1

· · ·
∫ ∞
c1pn−1

exp

(
−1

2

(
1

pn
(x1 + · · ·+ xn−1)2 +

n−1∑
i=1

x2
i

pi

))
dVn−1

≤ ε

4
(4.36)

I2 :=
1√

(2π)n−1|Σ̂|

∫ ∞
c2p1

· · ·
∫ ∞
c2pn−1

exp

(
−1

2

(
1

pn
(x1 + · · ·+ xn−1)2 +

n−1∑
i=1

x2
i

pi

))
dVn−1

≤ ε

4
. (4.37)
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From previous analysis, we conclude that to satisfy (4.36) and (4.37), it suffices

to choose c1, c2 as follows:

c1, c2 ≥ O
(

1 ∧ log
1
2

(
ε−2(2π)1−n (Πn

i=1pi)
−1)) (4.38)

Observe that the LHS of (4.35):

Pr[c1p ≤
√
m(p− p̂) ≤ c2p] = Pr[c1/

√
mp+ p̂ ≤ p ≤ c2/

√
mp+ p̂], (4.39)

which implies that the following two inequalities hold:

p ≤ c2/
√
mp+ p̂⇔ p(1− c2/

√
m) ≤ p̂

p̂+ c1/
√
mp ≤ p⇔ p̂ ≤ (1− c1/

√
m)p.

Combining the above two inequalities yields:

1

1− c1√
m

p̂ ≤ p ≤ 1

1− c2√
m

p̂ (4.40)

Setting the following terms equal:

1√
β1

=
1

1− c1√
m

⇒ m =

(
c1

1−
√
β1

)2

,

1√
β2

=
1

1− c2√
m

⇒ m =

(
c2

1−
√
β2

)2

.

Setting the corresponding terms equal, we see that we must require that:

c1 = −
∣∣∣∣1−√β1

1−
√
β2

∣∣∣∣ c2. (4.41)
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We choose c1, c2,m in the following way:

c1 = −
∣∣∣∣1−√β1

1−
√
β2

∣∣∣∣ c2, (4.42)

c2 = O
(

1 ∧ log
1
2

(
ε−2(2π)1−n (min

(
Πn1
i=1p

r
i ,Π

n2
j=1p

c
j

))−1 ∧
√
mε|1−

√
β2|
))

,

(4.43)

m =

(
c2

1−
√
β2

)2

. (4.44)

Note that if we choose c1, c2 according to (4.42) and (4.43) then (4.36) and

(4.37) are satisfied. Choosing m according to (4.44), then (4.35) is satisfied.

If (4.35) holds, then with probability at least (1− ε) we have that:

1

1− c1√
m

p̂ ≤ p ≤ 1

1− c2√
m

p̂⇔ 1√
β1

p̂ ≤ p ≤ 1√
β2

p̂

Repeating the analysis with the column distribution, we conclude that

(4.4) holds.

4.4 Matrix Completion Guarantees

With Lemma 4.2.1 in hand, we are prepared to prove Theorem 4.2.2 in

Section 4.4.1. In Section 4.4.2, we will extend the reasoning in [3] which quan-

tifies the relaxation of the conditions for which (3.10) succeeds in obtaining

exact recovery using the empirically learned weights.

4.4.1 Proof of Theorem 4.2.2

Proof. Assume that R,C are a set of weights satisfying (4.3). For any arbi-

trary ε ∈ (0, 1), if we choose m, c as in (4.32) and (4.33), recalling that p̂ is
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an empirical estimator of 1∑
i,j pij

p, we have that for all (i, j) ∈ [n] × [n] with

probability at least (1− ε)2:

pij∑
i,j pij

≥ 1

β
p̂ij

⇔ pij ≥
∑

i,j pij

β
p̂ij

≥ c0

(
R2
i∑

i′∈Sr R
2
i′

+
C2
j∑

j′∈Sc C
2
j′

)
log2(2n). (4.45)

We observe that (4.45) is equivalent to (3.11) without the monotonicity as-

sumption. Therefore Theorem 3.3.2 applies. As the stage one sampling and

stage two sampling are independent, (3.10) attains exact recovery with prob-

ability at least (1− 5(2n)−10)(1− ε)2. Thus the proof is complete.

4.4.2 Weighted Nuclear Norm and Relaxation of Sufficient Recov-
ery Conditions

With Theorem 4.2.2 we established some sufficient conditions for the

weights R,C in order for (3.10) to attain exact recovery. In this section we

will establish exact recovery guarantees for a specific set of weights defined

in terms of the empirical sampling distribution p̂ and quantify how the ex-

act recovery conditions for (3.10) are relaxed relative to unweighted nuclear

norm minimization (3.4). The weights we will be concerned with will be the

empirical analogue of weights defined in [3].
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4.4.2.1 Proof of Theorem 4.2.4

We now prove that a specific choice of weights which are the direct

empirical analogue of weights posed in [3] produces a quantifiable relaxation

in exact recovery conditions.

Proof. Choosing the weights R,C as in (4.8) and (4.9), observe that for any

(i, j) ∈ [n]× [n]:(
R2
i∑

i′∈Sr R
2
i′

+
C2
j∑

j′∈Sc C
2
j′

)
log2(2n) =

(
p̂ri
∑

j′∈Sc p̂
c
j′ + p̂cj

∑
i′∈Sr p̂

r
i′∑

i′,j′∈Sr,Sc p̂
r
i′ p̂

c
j′

)
log2(2n).

(4.46)

For arbitrary ε ∈ (0, 1) and for some β1, β2, suppose that we have that for all

indices (i, j) ∈ [n]× [n], with probability at least (1− ε)2:

1

β1

p̂ij ≤
pij∑
i,j pij

≤ 1

β2

p̂ij. (4.47)

Applying (4.47) to (4.46) we have that for any (i, j) ∈ [n]× [n]:(
R2
i∑

i′∈Sr R
2
i′

+
C2
j∑

j′∈Sc C
2
j′

)
log2(2n) =

(
p̂ri
∑

j′∈Sc p̂
c
j′ + p̂cj

∑
i′∈Sr p̂

r
i′∑

i′,j′∈Sr,Sc p̂
r
i′ p̂

c
j′

)
log2(2n)

≤ β1

β2

(
pri
∑

j′∈Sc p
c
j′ + pcj

∑
i′∈Sr p

r
i′∑

i′,j′∈Sr,Sc p
r
i′p

c
j′

)
log2(2n)

=
β1

β2

[
pri log2(2n)∑

i′∈Sr p
r
i′

+
pcj log2(2n)∑

j′∈Sc p
c
j′

]

≤ β1

β2

[
pri log2(2n)∑

i′∈S∗r
pri′

+
pcj log2(2n)∑

j′∈S∗c
pcj′

]
≤ β1

β2

1

c0

C2pij, (4.48)

≤ β1

β2

1

2c0

pij. (4.49)
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where (4.48) follows from (4.10) and (4.11). Now we may choose β1, β2 such

that 1 ≤ β1
β2
≤ 2, then (4.49) immediately yields that for any (i, j) ∈ [n]× [n]:

pij ≥ c0

(
R2
i∑

i′∈Sr R
2
i′

+
C2
j∑

j′∈Sc C
2
j′

)
log2(2n), (4.50)

which is exactly equivalent to (3.11) without the monotonicity assumption.

Thus to complete the proof, we must ensure that (4.47) holds. We may apply

Lemma 4.2.3 to conclude that for β1, β2 chosen as above, and C as in (4.10)

and (4.11), if we choose m, c1, c2 as in (4.5)-(4.7), we have that (4.47) holds

with probability at least (1− ε)2 and the proof is complete.
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Chapter 5

Conclusion

In this thesis we explored how to efficiently incorporate two different

types of weights, one class of weights coming from expert or prior knowledge

and another class of weights which we learned from some samples in the ab-

sence of any sort of prior knowledge, into optimization techniques. In both

cases we presented theoretical guarantees of these weighted optimization tech-

niques and we presented numerical experiments which provide evidence for the

claim that the appropriate use of weights can allow for a simultaneous reduc-

tion in sample complexity and an improvement in approximation accuracy.
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